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About this ebook 
 

 

Originally published in full in 2002 as a paperback, I am re-releasing the first 

part, Banishing Vampires as an ebook. 

 

The second part , Awakening Angels will follow at a later date.  

 

Or of course, if you can’t wait, the full, original paperback Changing Vampires 
into Angels—Six Steps to Heaven in Your Relationships is available to buy 

from Amazon :)  

 

Best wishes 

 

Maria 
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Dedication 
For Stuart who has taught me the most about relationships and my parents for 

giving me a good start in life. 
 

About the Author 
Maria Paviour studied psychology and education at London University and 

graduated in 1985 with an excellent degree and a First Class newborn baby!  

Much to Maria and Stuart Paviour’s delight their family has increased, with one 

child per decade, and they now have Tate (born 1994) and Jasmin (born 2000) 

to join Cole (born 1985). 

 

Maria’s career in personal development has spanned 15 years, working in 

organisations, including large corporations, as training and development 

manager, company director and finally in her current role as a consultant.   

 

Maria and Stuart set up Synergy Training ten years ago specialising in 

communication and relationships. Maria’s expertise in learning and personal 

development has led to her being invited to work extensively with large corporate 

clients as well as individuals in the UK and Africa. Maria now trains independent 

consultants to use the unique Synergy approach to learning.  

 

Maria’s psychological research has spearheaded the development of a unique 

system for monitoring and “treating” poor well-being in companies with the 

Well Being @ Work programme. 

 

Nearly 9 years ago Maria began her first studies of the Vampires and Angels 

concept and she runs workshops that focus on helping people to “banish the 

vampire and awaken the angel” within themselves and their relationships. She 

has received many accolades from her clients as to the efficacy of these 

methods. 

 

Maria and Stuart’s philosophy of valuing both career and family life proves that 

relationships can thrive when partners live and work together. 
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Foreword by Jo Parfitt 
 

 

I first learned about vampires at the start of the new Millennium when I was 

lucky enough to attend one of Maria’s workshops in Milton Keynes.  The 

students that day ranged from high level professionals working for 

multinational corporations to Reiki healers and all were initially intrigued, and 

ultimately, convinced in what she had to say.   

 

Maria told us about Vampires.  You could see everyone’s minds working 

furiously to imagine all the incidents in their own lives when they had been 

bitten by Vampires, or worse still, when they had been vampiric themselves.   

 

But that’s the beauty of the vampire theory.  It is much more than a metaphor 

for we can all recall, with little difficulty the people who have drained us not of 

blood, but of energy.  We have all experienced those lengthy telephone calls 

with the people we think of as friends, that leave us unable to get a word in 

edgeways, and quite deflated afterwards.  We all know a Vampire. 
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Maria’s extensive research into the modern day vampires in our midst has now 

been appropriately combined with the study of their antithesis and antidote.  

For while the first part of the book looks at vampires, the second part 

concentrates on angels. Here we learn how to unearth and release the angel 

within ourselves and lead a rewarding life filled with light and love. 

 

Again, it is the simplicity of these theories that make them both accessible and 

understandable.  Maria illustrates her ideas with anecdotes, examples and 

stories we recognise from life, fiction and film.  Through the recognisable 

metaphors of light and dark, the mirror and the crucifix, she helps us all to 

understand the truth behind the myth. 

 

Importantly, the author takes contemporary dilemmas such as stress, burnout, 

fatigue and insomnia and shows how vampires may be to blame.  Crucially, she 

teaches how to recognise them and, ultimately, destroy them. 

 

Jo Parfitt 

Journalist, speaker and careers consultant 

www.career-in-your-suitcase.com 
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Introduction 

How to make better relationships 
 

This programme will help you to change your relationships 
so that they become rewarding and satisfying. 

If you let it, this book can change your life! 
 

Understanding Vampires: 

If you have ever felt drained of energy by a relationship or after a conversation 

with someone then perhaps you already know an energy vampire.  

There are many ways by which your energy can be stolen, and at the time it 

may feel quite pleasant; for example, you may have been supporting a needy 

friend, or simply overwhelmed by charisma; however, it may be later that you 

feel dissatisfied. On the other hand, you may have been bullied, or 

manipulated by guilt. Then again, there may be times when you have been 

tempted into doing something that you knew to be wrong, or have been 

flattened by someone who will not stop talking and talking, giving you endless 

advice on how you should live your life. 

All these different examples have two things in common; firstly, that the 

interaction is dissatisfying, and secondly, that it involved a vampire. Vampires 

are real, but they suck your energy, not your blood, and this can be just as 

destructive. 

For example, your boss may ‘vampirise’ you by stealing your ideas and failing 

to give you the credit, while all the time undermining your feeling of security, 

so that you doubt you have the ability to find another job, although you detest 

the one you have! 

If your friends are manipulative, or cruel (even though they say “I’m only 

joking”!), they are probably vampirising you; or if your partner tries to change 

you, and is critical, these are examples of vampirism. 

 

Why do vampires steal energy? 

Vampires crave immediate fixes of energy. After claiming a victim the vampire 

will feel loved - though only temporarily; it will feel important - although 

insecure; it will feel powerful - although this power is dissatisfying, as it comes 

at the expense of intimacy, spontaneity and compassion.  
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The one four letter word to be feared 

When I make presentations to conferences about the problem of vampirism 

and how it manifests itself in business I find that there is one four letter word 

that cannot be uttered. The word that business people find most offensive. 

And I apologise if this offends the reader. What is the word? It is LOVE.  

Love, the only four letter word that cannot be used in the boardroom without 

causing a stir. What kind of world is this, I wonder, when we blanch at this?  

What does the word suggest to you? What is support if not love? What is care 

if not love? What is compassion, if not love?  

This book is not about sexuality; love is a part of us, however we express 

ourselves sexually. This book is about finding love within and on the outside. It 

is about the way in which the fear of love creates the vampire; which is 

precisely the reason why vampires are able to thrive in organisations where 

Love is considered a “dirty word”. 

 

Why do people vampirise others?  

Vampires are afraid to love. They are afraid that they may be rejected, they are 

afraid that they are not truly worthy of being loved. They choose the power of 

the vampire over the love of the angel.  

According to A Course In Miracles everything is either “love or a call for love”. 

When we begin to analyse our relationships in this way we can see that the 

things we do are usually an attempt to gain acceptance and love from others, 

and that our partners, friends, colleagues are no different from us. Throughout 

this book you may want to ask yourself “Is this love? Or is this a call for love?” 

as you analyse your own behaviours and ask yourself if you are being a vampire 

from time to time. 

 

How angels energise us: 

Angels help us shine. We know when we have come across one, because we 

feel inspired, energised and loved. Interestingly, angels are able to evoke a 

sense of love within us. We do not turn our focus upon the angel itself, but 

instead upon ourselves. In other words, we notice the good things within us, we 

feel valued and good about whom we are. 

Wouldn’t it be lovely if all our relationships created that feeling? Of course 

they can, but to create an angel, we need to understand that both the vampires 

and the angels come from within ourselves. The vampires that are “out there” 

preying upon us are also within. Until we recognise this we cannot escape from 

the clutches of vampirism. 
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Finding the inner angel: 

We are all angels on the inside and we can all become vampires.  No matter 

how deeply entrenched a person may be in vampirism, they can always be 

saved. No one is beyond help; however, we need to save ourselves. We have to 

decide to turn our backs on the life of vampirism, and that is difficult, because 

it is so addictive. 

When we awaken the angel that is within us we can change our lives. We 

consequently find our world is full of positive, supportive relationships and 

achievement.  

In order to create angelic relationships, first we need to banish the vampires. 

This involves recognising the vampires who stalk us and denying them access. 

This is easier done than is often imagined, because when we refuse a vampire 

access to our energy it is enough to thwart it in these efforts! It can really be 

that simple. Becoming aware of vampirism often curtails it immediately. 

Before trying to prevent a vampire attacking you from the outside, we need to 

shine the light upon the inner vampire and awaken the inner angel.  

 

It is easier to recognise vampires than angels: 

As you learn more about vampires it is very likely that you will notice them in 

every aspect of your life. Wherever you go you will be “vampire-spotting”; 

everyone you meet will appear to demonstrate some aspect of the vampire, 

and you may feel as though you are walking with the undead. 

Where are all the angels?  They are here. The reason you do not see them is 

simple. You will see what you are, and you may discover that you are already 

allowing your vampire to ‘rise from the grave’ and as you may know, a vampire 

cannot see itself in the mirror.  If you are noticing vampires it is because you 

are in “separation”. In other words, you are creating a distinction between 

yourself and the rest of the universe.  

 

Connectedness 

There is no separation between people and the world. We are one with all of 

nature, the planet and the people who live upon it. This idea that we are all 

bound together in some invisible way has long been a part of many religious 

ideologies, and is now also a part of scientific thought.  

Modern physicists have now come to an agreement about the universe, and 

have determined that there are eleven dimensions; we know about three 

dimensions, depth, width and height. Einstein introduced a fourth dimension; 

time. Now seven more have been discovered! Confused? Well, don’t worry, 

because only one of these dimensions is highly significant to us; that is, the 
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eleventh dimension, which is some trillionths of a millimetre thick, but 

infinitely long; it is apparently like a long thread that binds every part of the 

universe together, unifying it.  

The idea that we are all connected can be looked upon as ‘unity’. For once, 

quantum scientists agree about the eleventh dimension, perhaps this is also 

unity in action! 

 

Seeing Angels: 

The irony is, that we can only see the angel within others and ourselves when 

we can see our vampire. We need to go through the process of driving a 

metaphorical stake into our own hearts, in order to discover the inner beauty 

and peacefulness of the angel. 

Shadows cannot exist without the light, and in the same way vampires and 

angels are inextricably linked, we cannot have one without the other. We are 

all something of the vampire and the angel, or to paraphrase Kant, man walks a 

path between angel and beast. When we can accept the vampire and the angel 

within us, we can find a way to walk a path that creates better balance in our 

life. 

 

The Steps to Better Relationships: 

Changing Vampires into Angels will allow you to find and activate your inner 

cherub. It will help you to release the vampire and banish it from your life. 

You will discover your joy, your potential and limitless passion and energy.  

The steps in this book you will enable you to: 

• Banish the Inner Vampire and find contentment in your relationships 

• Rid yourself of people who are draining you 

• Rediscover the Inner Angel and find energy and joy within 

 

Part One—Banishing Vampires: 

In this part of the book we discover how to recognise and deal with vampires 

that drain us of our energy, and discover that we are probably vampires 

ourselves.  

Many of us feel victimised by vampires, the people who drain our energy. We 

find them at work, at home and in our social lives. We can feel exhausted by 

these vampires, as they seem to seek us out, but before we can ward them off 

we need to examine some truths about ourselves. Perhaps we are encouraging 

our own vampire to rise from the grave?  

The process of awakening our inner angel requires us to look within and see 

those vampires that we believe are draining us. There is a simple rule of thumb 
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to this. When we feel we are being victimised by a vampire who is not present, 

then we know we have taken that vampire and recreated it in our minds. At 

this point we are vampirising ourselves with our endless thoughts and 

obsessing. 

For example, Indira felt her boyfriend had been a vampire, she ended the 

relationship and no longer saw him, but thoughts about the way she had been 

treated kept resurfacing. Eventually she realised that she was allowing the 

vampire in her ex-boyfriend to victimise her, even though it existed as nothing 

more than thoughts and memories. Indira realised she was vampirising herself 

and had to face this inner vampire. This was a little scary, until she realised that 

the vampire was just a thought, and that thoughts could change.  

By allowing ourselves to be victims of vampires, we become vampires 

ourselves, seeking the energy of others in order to replenish ourselves. In 

order to escape this dark life and move into the realm of the angels we must 

pull the mask off the vampire that lives inside us, within our subconscious, 

because underneath is our cherub, our little perfect child, hiding behind fear.  

All vampires are really innocent children that are using foul means to achieve a 

simple aim: to be loved. These inner vampires believe themselves to be 

unlovable, which creates an endless circle of dissatisfaction and misery. This 

may continue until they can love, cherish and nurture their inner cherub and 

allow it to reach its full heights of angelic potential. 

This part of the book provides an insight into the processes that occur within 
our relationships and us. It contains the vital knowledge that we need in order 
to begin making changes in our lives. 
 

Part Two—Awakening the Angel: 

In the second part of the book we discover how to awaken the angel within, we 

find out that we have limitless energy available to us, and that we can join with 

others to create satisfying and energising relationships. 

When we are ready to awaken our angels, we can work through the six easy 

steps that will take us to a lifetime of satisfactory and loving relationships, in 

every part of our life. 

This process involves discovering and using energy that you may not have 

consciously had access to before. You will learn how to activate this energy 

within you and consequently attract positive people into your life, creating for 

yourself a new life of confidence and joy.  

We may be able to recognise the vampire in others very easily, but when we 
see it within ourselves we know we have come home to a truth that will enable 
us to elevate our relationships to angelic status . 
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Chapter 1 

What are Energy Vampires? 
 

Discover: 
The truth behind the vampire myth. 
Why vampires steal your energy. 

How to recognise a vampire. 
 

The Truth Behind the Vampire Myth: 
 
Vampires are real, they are out there, and they are sapping your energy. 

 
Why vampires seem real: 

It is amazing how many of us know about vampires in some detail. We have 

seen the films and read the books. Vampire images, concepts and mythology 

are enduring.  

We know how vampires live, we understand their habits, what they fear and 

how to destroy them. All this, and yet the creature is said to inhabit only 

fiction. The truth is, we know that this is not the case. These stories are 

enduring because they resonate so strongly with us. We recognise them as real. 

 
The fascination with vampires: 

Energy Vampires are ordinary people. They do not appear to be different 

from us. However, these vampires are not after our blood. They are after our 

life force, our energy.  

The myths, legends and stories we read and see in films represent well the 

truth of energy vampires in our world today. We now need to recognize the 

vampire, both within and without, in order to prevent ourselves from falling 

prey to vampirism, and prevent ourselves allowing our own vampire to rise 

from the grave and ruin our relationships. 

For hundreds of years stories of vampires have featured in fairy tales and 

myths, and continue to endure even today. When many other “horror” stories 

have lost their power to terrify, it seems the vampire is still able to evoke 

compelling feelings of fear. We find the vampire at once repellent, repulsive 

and yet attractive and compulsive. 

We partly fear the vampire, and yet fantasise about the vampire’s sex appeal 
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and allure.  The process of vampirism is highly erotic, of all story book beasts 

it is the only one whose method of destroying its victim actually looks pleasant 

and appealing. 

The most famous of all vampire stories, that of Dracula, has, interestingly, 

been distorted in film adaptations from Bram Stoker’s original novel. In the 

novel Dracula was a foul looking creature, and in the latest Kenneth Brannagh 

film Dracula’s appearance changed from ugly to beautiful. The Dracula  we 

see is debonair and attractive with great sexual magnetism, even though we 

know he is evil. 

Children are equally fascinated by vampires, and there are numerous 

children’s books about them, notably Mona the Vampire and The Little 

Vampire. The latter was made into a film, where, interestingly, the story 

revolves around the vampires’ desire to become free of their bondage to 

bloodlust. 

If we describe a person as a “vampire” people immediately know what we 

mean because subconsciously we can relate to vampirism as a metaphor. We 

never seem to tire of stories about vampires because we can relate to them in 

our own lives. 

When people are first introduced to the concept of energy vampirism their 

initial response is usually to go into a sense of realization, immediately 

recognizing the many times they have been victims, quickly able to point out 

vampires they have known.  

 
Allowing our vampire to rise from the grave: 

As well as being preyed upon by these energy suckers, we are just as likely to 

allow our own inner vampire to “rise from the grave” and suck the energy from 

others. The shocking thing about vampirism is that we are so frequently 

unaware that we have become one; we activate our vampire and then walk in 

the shadows seeking our next meal ticket, without any realisation that we have 

become a monster. 

Indeed, vampires often feel that they are the victims in any given situation, 

especially when they are mercilessly feeding upon our energy. 

Once we realize that we can gain energy without resorting to vampirism we may 

be able to curb our desire to feed off the energy of others.  In order to 

effectively deal with the problem of vampirism we need to take two important 

steps: 

• To slay our own vampire and break the vampirism chain 

• To become vampire hunters and prevent other vampires from feeding 

upon us 
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We can only succeed in self-protection and destruction of vampiric forces 

when we are prepared to accept both parts of the equation. We all have a 

potential vampire lurking in the shadows of our subconscious. If we do not 

recognize this beast it will succeed in winning through and subtly taking control 

of our lives, squeezing the life out of our relationships and eternally living with 

us as a detested victim of its own foul hunger. A vampire tastes blood and 

becomes addicted to it. In the same way an energy vampire becomes addicted 

to the high of feeding from others, and like many addicts, may not even be 

able to admit that this predation is taking place. The vampire unknowingly 

stalks its prey, blissfully unaware that its only desire is the next feed.  

As vampires, we must see ourselves clearly for what we are, so that we can 

finally slay the beast and live in a contented harmony with ourselves and those 

we love and with whom we live and work. 

 
Fact or Fiction? 

Do energy vampires really suck energy from us? Or is this simply a metaphor 

for a covert communication process? Is it simply a way of explaining, using 

metaphor, the hidden agenda of many people?  

Personally, I am not sure if it matters how you relate to the concept. If you feel 

there is a real alteration in your energy, then that is true for you. If you prefer 

to consider it as a metaphorical concept only, it will still work for you.  

From my experience and work I have noticed so many distinct changes in 

energy amongst my clients as well as in myself that I find it difficult to imagine 

that it is only a psychological concept. I have seen people change, so that their 

physical features alter from bright and rosy faced to pale and drawn; 

simultaneously, the energy they had had access to moments earlier seemed to 

have deserted them leaving them vulnerable, drained and exhausted. All this 

has been due to different types of vampirism that has caused a drain on the 

psyche.  

We each harbour our own truth within, and my truth will differ from yours. 

However, if you find your truth in the pages of this book, then my work will be 

done. 

 
How does Vampire fiction relate to reality?  

Vampires are real people, but, unlike the fictional vampire, these do not suck 

your blood. It is your energy that they crave and that they endeavour to steal. 

This is the energy that is also your life force and it attracts the undead, which 

absorb energy from others. The process of absorbing power is a means of 

making up for a lack of love.  
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Why Vampires Steal your Energy: 
 

Because it feels unlovable, a Vampire will steal your energy to gain a thrill that 
will compensate for the lack of love. 
 
Why should a person wish to absorb energy from another? 

The process of absorption of energy transfers power to the vampire, and it is 

this power that the vampire craves.  

Inside, the vampire really demands love. It demands to feel loved, and yet 

simultaneously believes itself to be unlovable.  

This creates an untenable conflict; the vampire needs to feel loved so strongly 

that it is as though its very life depends upon it; that without this demonstration 

it will fade away and die. The vampire cannot feel alive without love, and, as it 

is unlovable, can never receive love from another. No matter how much love is 

offered to the vampire, it will never feel loved. No amount of love will ever be 

enough to prove it wrong, so fixed is it in this notion. The vampire, however, is 

a master of manipulation, and creates a curious kind of logic; if it is to be 

unlovable, it will feed its need for love with power over another.  

 
True Life Tales from the Crypt—V***** Ltd  

In a vampire infested business, V***** Ltd, the owner decided to 

solve the problem of moaning, low morale and bullying by putting 

into place a system of feedback from staff to managers. Instead of alleviating 

the problem, moaning became worse and worse. The managers at the firm 

tried to introduce teambuilding activities, these made a momentary 

improvement, but quickly things went back to the usual moaning and griping, 

the staff insisting that managers did not understand or care about them. 

Eventually the proprietor came to my company to sort the problem out, and 

from an in depth analysis we were able to clearly identify the problem of 

vampires. As we explained to the business owner, until these vampires are able 

to recognise their problem nothing that the business does will be enough. The 

vampires, individually and on mass, were continually calling for more and 

more energy, and their insatiability meant that they were simply draining the 

business and the managers running it. 

 
Demanding or Deserving Love? 

A sign of the vampire is its need and demand for love. In other words, it needs 

love, and it will demand love, but it will not feel that it deserves love. It wants to 

feel loved, without understanding that love is undemanding. This means that it 
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cannot gain the feeling it believes it needs, as demanding and love are mutually 

incompatible.  

When we focus primarily on love as a feeling it is possible that the inner 

vampire is being activated. This causes the energy vampire an inner conflict.  

In this case, the vampire will settle for a victory of Power rather than Love. It 

will rather have power over another than risk being open to love and yet 

potentially not receiving it.  

Vampirism occurs when we seek the energy of others rather than finding our 

source of energy from the universe. In order to find our own energy, without 

stealing the energy of others, we need to be able to appreciate our self and our 

connection to the infinite source of energy that exists all around us. The 

difficulty we often have is in believing that we can do this alone, that we do not 

need to be “fed”. Once we can become self sufficient in our ability to draw 

energy we stop being vampires.  

 
Love is energy: 

The only four-letter word that we are unable to use in business today is love. If 

you mention the “L” word to business people they are likely to fall off their 

boardroom chairs. Virtually any other four-letter word will not phase them! 

Love is the energy that bonds the universe. It is the essence of life. It cannot be 

seen, heard or measured, and yet it is the one thing we all live for. Love allows 

us to reach the souls of others, whatever their culture. Love allows us to 

empathise, because we all love our children.  

Love is all pervading; its strength can alter the course of history and invariably 

changes our own lives. It is the reason for most things we endure and strive for. 

It is the reason we work, and yet, in the workplace we do not speak of it.  

Frequently we muddle love with sex, and when we talk of one we often imply 

“the other”! In fact, we may feel freer to speak about sex than we do to talk of 

love. We may feel that if we were to talk of “love at work” it would be 

considered subversive as we fear the attention will be upon sexual 

relationships; something that is rather a distraction to work. If a man were to 

suggest that “more love” should be brought into the office, it would be met 

with sniggers as the team would assume he was talking of sex!  

In the 1960’s and 1970’s the Hippies influence was to bring about a middle 

class acceptance of free sex or “free love” as it was called. The Free Love 

movement failed because it prohibited people from connecting and therefore 

was devoid of intimacy. Ang Lee’s film “The Ice Storm”, set in the 70’s 

demonstrates perfectly how sex without intimacy undoes families and lives.  

Love, however, is not just a feeling. It is also a verb. Love as a verb is about 
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giving, about sacrifice for no reward, care and kindness.  

By giving, by acting with love as a verb, we can gain more inner energy and 

strength.  In order to give, we need to be able to draw upon our own inner 

source of love, or draw upon the love that exists in the universe, which you 

may perceive as beauty, goodness and things that warm your heart.  Feelings 

you can evoke in yourself about yourself. Feeling good about who you are. The 

greatest form of unconditional love – feeling loved from within, and loved from 

without. 

Fig. 1.1The Characteristics of a Vampire:  

Mythical Vampires: Energy Vampires: 

Come at night when the victim is 
unaware 

Vampires operate by stealth, it is not always obvious when 
we have been vampirised. 

Operate by darkness Vampires work from the subconscious, and therefore often 
we are not consciously aware of them. The vampire itself 
is frequently unaware of its behaviour. 

Cast no shadow Vampires can appear to be perfect, we see only the light 
and good, and not the dark shadowy parts. Vampires want 
to maintain this illusion. 

Cannot be seen in the mirror Vampires do not recognize themselves, they do not see 
how destructive their behaviour is. A vampire detests its 
own behaviour and shuns this kind of reflection. 

Suck the blood of their victims Energy vampires do not suck blood, but they steal energy. 

Encourage mortals to become 
vampires 

They do not recognise another way of life. Some vampires 
will suggest becoming a vampire. If you asked their advice 
this would be the option they would choose.  

Are insatiably hungry Energy vampires do not know when enough is enough. 
They will continue to sap your energy, even when you are 
exhausted. They have no recognition or empathy, they are 
totally absorbed in their own world and their own needs. 

Often live in nests, with a master 
vampire. 

You may find that where there is one vampire, there are 
many, each feeding off each other.  

Once  victims have been 
“infected” they do not have any 
option but to continue on that 
vampiric path. 

We become vampires as a result of other vampires 
feeding from us 
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How to Recognise a Vampire: 
 

If you imagine the myth as a metaphor for the reality then all the characteristics 
of an energy vampire can be easily identified. 
 

The Myth in our lives: 

As I have already said, the stories of vampires resonate with us because of a 

truth at the core of them. There is a meaning that is so strong in us we 

continue to be fascinated by the myth.  

As well as the perennial story of Count Dracula, the film of which has been 

made and remade, updated re-worked, there are some modern vampire stories 

that provide us with an insight into the way in which the myth works as a 

metaphor for reality. As the vampire manifests itself in our lives with all the 

familiar characteristics, we shall begin with their life in the shadows. 

 

Light and darkness—the known and unknown aspects of the self: 

An important aspect of the Vampire Theory is the understanding of light and 

darkness. We are used to these being used to represent good and evil, but in 

this context we relate to the seen and unseen, what is known and what is 

unknown about the self; in other words, the conscious and the unconscious 

mind. The danger of the vampire is that it exists in the shadows of our 

unconscious.  

There it lurks, weaving its cunning entrapments so that we become vampires 

without realising what has happened to us. The vampire aspect of ourselves is 

so much cleverer than we believe ourselves to be, because the entire resource 

of the unconscious mind is at its disposal. So vampires operate with 

unbelievable speed to manipulate and exert power. 

When you have been victim to the vampire you may have noticed how it 

seems to be able to twist and shape situations to create something you find to 

be  unrecognisable as reality. 

 

True Life Tales from the Crypt—Sabrina:  

Sabrina decided to leave her abusive husband and take her two 

children with her. It was an extremely difficult decision to make, 

but she managed to find a home to rent that was small with a lovely garden and 

bedrooms for each of them.  

Sabrina had to attend Court regarding an injunction against her husband to 

prevent him from being able to come close enough to her to cause any more 
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injury. It was whilst she was here that he managed to sneak a note to her that 

read “What have we done, Sabrina? How could we have hurt the children like 

this? When I see our little ones so sad it makes me realise how we are hurting 

them. We must try to sort this out. Come back to live with me at home. Come 

back with the children and lets be a family again.” 

Sabrina went back. He abused her physically and emotionally, caused her a 

perforated eardrum and eventually terrorised her until she fled from the family 

home without the children. Sabrina had been vampirised to the extent that she 

was unable to see reality as it really was, the vampiric husband was able to bend 

the truth into an unrecognisable fabrication, and yet she completely bought 

into it, such can be the power of the vampire.   

 

What are the characteristics of an Energy Vampire? 

Energy vampires behave very much like their mythical counterparts, although 

the myth is a metaphor for the reality. Compare the synopsise and analysis of 

the three stories/films, Dracula, The Hunger and The Lost Boys. 

Dracula, the classic vampire story (see fig. 1.2), encapsulates the myth 

perfectly. Lucy demonstrates the symptoms of vampirism beautifully. If you 

have been suffering from vampirism, you may remember waking during the 

night and being unable to sleep while a situation replayed itself in your head. 

You may have realised how unsatisfactory that situation was, but at the time, 

you accepted it unquestioning. 

Dracula is afraid of mirrors, he cannot (and perhaps does not want to) see 

himself. All vampires fail to see themselves in the mirror, It is a sign that the 

vampire may yet recover when it can begin to make out its face in the vampire 

mirror, beginning to see that maybe it is we who are the vampires; that they 

exist within us all. 

When Dracula is staked his face becomes peaceful and beautiful again. We 

therefore can take “heart” that when we are able to allow our heart to open we 

too can leave the vampires coffin and join the living again. 

 

What  does the vampire want from its victims?  

In the stories, the vampire appears to need companionship and approval as 

well as blood. Energy vampires also yearn for approval and companionship. 

They, too, will encourage others to agree with them and justify their way of 

behaving. They can be very persuasive in their argument. For example: A 

vampire may spend time demonstrating how you, as its victim, deserve a better 

life, and can achieve this by being like it. When you emulate its behaviour you 

justify it. Vampires will reward you when you behave like them. 
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In The Hunger, (see fig. 1.3) the vampire’s motivation is companionship and 

love, and yet she uses power and manipulation to achieve these, and pays the 

price when Victim Sarandon ultimately destroys her. 

The Hunger demonstrates that not all relationships in the world of vampires 

are male/female. In this case a multiplicity are shown, demonstrating the 

complex web of dissatisfactory relationships that are part of the vampires’ 

lifestyle. The vampire’s life appears appealing, and the vampire is herself 

charismatic and charming, Hence Vampire Deneuve manages to lure 

Sarandon into a relationship against her better judgement.  

How do we keep the vampire at bay? 

A typical metaphorical analysis of light and dark is that light represents good 

and dark, evil, but we can also consider that light is what is seen and dark what 

is unseen. We can interpret this according to ourselves, the light being our self-

awareness (that aspect of ourselves that we know) and the dark being the 

hidden parts of ourselves that lie in the subconscious mind.  We can usefully 

use this to understand and protect ourselves from vampires in day to day life.   

First we have to lose the connection between light and good, dark and evil, 

because this does not serve our purposes, and then begin to consider the other 

interpretations.  

Fig 1.2 Fictional Vampires—Dracula by Bram Stoker—Synopsis: 
Dracula was originally painted as an ugly character by Bram Stoker, similar to the picture 
painted in the classic silent film “Nosfaratu”. However, when portrayed on screen Dracula is 
a charismatic and attractive character, very appealing to women. Dracula travels by night, 
and is afraid of mirrors as his image cannot be seen in them.  
The story of Dracula involves a young property agent, Jonathon Harker, who is sent on a 
mission to Dracula’s castle, and who escapes vampirism but unwittingly creates an 
obsession in Dracula for his wife, Mina. 
Dracula comes to England to find Mina and make her his bride. This involves turning her 
into a vampire. In the process he vampirises her friend, Lucy, who becomes a vampire in 
turn. Lucy goes through the torment of restless nights and a changed personality, pale and 
limpid. Eventually she “dies” but becomes one of the “undead” and rises from the grave into 
an new vampiric existence.  Van Helsing, the vampire authority, explains that Lucy’s 
Vampire needs to be destroyed by a stake through the heart  
When this is carried out she fights and screams. However, when she is staked her face 
returns to an innocent beauty, as though the real Lucy is now released and at peace and the 
Lucy Vampire is destroyed.  
When Dracula is finally destroyedhe, too has a look of peace. There was something of the 
original humanity still in him and it has been released through the death of the vampire. 
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Firstly, the preference of vampires to work in darkness suggests it inhabits the 

subconscious of the individual, and that it does not like to see its true 

behaviour in the “light”. Therefore, we would probably gain little if we were to 

tell others when they were allowing their vampire to rise; furthermore, we 

probably would not realise it if our own had risen from the grave. 

Secondly, we know that in the myths journeymen are warned to travel by 

daylight. So, if we, too, are journeymen, we should remember to keep our 

awareness activated at all times in order to keep the vampire away. 

Vampires often appear charismatic or innocent and charming.  In the film, 

The Lost Boys (see fig.1.4), the bookstore proprietor is apparently harmless, 

wearing spectacles and looking friendly and open faced. He is intelligent, kind 

and on the surface an ideal mate for the mother. However, he is manipulative 

and cruel under the surface, out for an unrealistic view of happy family life, 

where he wields power. Of course, he cannot find happiness with a woman 

that he has to change before she can become his. This is a recurrent theme 

with vampires; seeking to change the people they love, doubting their ability to 

attract love. They choose power over love, as they fear rejection. 

Vampires often fail to see beauty in the reality of their lives, but instead 

continually search for “a better relationship”. Their mission is to find the “ideal 

life/partner/friend”. This mission focuses on happiness being found in another 

person, a different environment or a new job and not on the “inside”, in other 

words, they do not look within, at themselves, to find the truth. Consequently, 

in their search for perfection, these vampires often leave their partners alone 

and confused. 

How are we vampirised? 

Fig 1.4 Fictional Vampires—Synopsis of The Lost Boys(Film):  
A gang of teenage vampires enjoy gorging themselves on their victims, but the leader of 
the gang is not obvious. It appears to be a young man, played by Keiffer Sutherland in the 
film.  In fact, the real Vampire Master is the book store owner who manipulates the 
youngsters, letting them believe they are carefree, whilst all the time they are prisoners of 
their lifestyle and serving his ends. 
The two innocent boys who discover this try many different ways of destroying or exposing 
the Master, especially as he woos their mother. However, when he comes to their house 
for dinner they find their attempts to use garlic and religious symbols fail.   
Afterwards the Master Vampire explains that they could not hurt him as he had been 
invited into their home, and a vampire is immune if you invite it in. When he explains to 
their mother how he believes they could be a perfect family, he physically changes and 
suddenly we can see that he is foul and monstrous, yet at the same time pathetic. 
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There are many different strategies that the vampire will use to deplete you of 

your hard won energy. We can be drained by the vampire who bullies us, or 

by the charismatic vampire who woos us, or by the needy vampire who insists 

on telling us its troubles so that we begin to believe they are our own; or by the 

vampire who has a wealth of advice for us, or perhaps the one who encourages 

us to be less than ethical in our treatment of other human beings, claiming that 

this is only being rational and sensible. Or we may be drained by the vampire 

who martyrs herself for us, and yet manages to manipulate us into getting what 

she wants.  The strategies vary and although a vampire may have a preferred 

method, it may not stick to this, if its attempts to vampirise fail, it may swap 

strategies for another in case that works better. 

 

How are Vampires made? 

The story of Dracula makes it clear that to enter a life of vampirism we must 

first be victims of the deadly bite.  Dracula’s victims in turn become vampires 

and walk with the undead, seeking further victims upon whom they can prey.  

This is true for energy vampires. Once we have been vampirised a vacuum is 

created within us and that feeling drives us to seek a victim from whom we can 

quickly and efficiently replenish our lost energy.  

Seeking out the energy of another is a quick fix approach, but is ultimately 

unsatisfactory. As it is not a sustaining source of energy we become quickly 

depleted and the cycle continues as we again seek a quick energy fix.  

This process becomes a cascade of vampire upon victim, then victim as 

Fig 1.3 Fictional Vampires—Book by Whitley Strieber, synopsis of The Hunger (Film): 
The Vampire, played by Catherine Deneuve, is part of an ancient  vampiric race that is 
fatally flawed in its need to seek humans for companionship and sustenance. 
Deneuve and her lover (David Bowie) seek out and feed upon hapless club goers. However, 
she can only deliver her lovers a lifetime three times longer than usual, and when they begin 
to age, it happens at an alarming rate. 
Bowie seeks out a Doctor (Susan Sarandon) who is a specialist in accelerated ageing and 
who seeks to find solutions to its effects. He waits twenty minutes for her to see him, during 
which time his body ages dramatically. When she does meet with him she dismisses him out 
of hand and he leaves. 
Deneuve puts her disintegrating lover in a coffin in the attic, though still (barely) alive, next 
to her previous lovers. All of which seem to be alive and yet lifeless. 
Feeling remorseful about her treatment of the man, Sarandon seeks him out and in the 
process finds Deneuve is captivated by Sarandon and eventually manages to seduce her. 
Once Sarandon has become a vampire even though she resists it, she is compulsively 
drawn to vampirism. 
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vampire upon victim and so on. Whoever is at the bottom of the food chain 

suffers the most. Often this can be most clearly seen at work, as the individual 

at the bottom of the chain takes the vacuum home with him or her and 

commences the vampirism with friends or loved ones.  

This process of vampirism can be demonstrated simply. Imagine you have just 

been vampirised by your boss, you feel drained and upset. Perhaps you feel he 

has completely stolen your ideas without giving you any credit at all.  You leave 

his office and make straight for the office of your colleague. She is happy to 

allow you to sit down and vent your feelings. You release all those pent up 

emotions and then feel energised. Much better. In fact, you really feel quite 

chipper and decide to take your leave and go back to your work. 

Your colleague puts down her pen and decides to take a break. She felt fine 

before but feels quite exhausted and lacking in motivation now. She decides to 

go for a walk around the office and find someone to talk to. She does not 

realise she, too, is becoming one of the walking dead! 

This is an obvious form within which the process of vampirism can be seen. 

However, vampirism can be activated by far subtler, indeed unnoticeable 

means. 
 

Summary: 

An Energy Vampire will seek to drain you of your energy to compensate it for 

feeling a lack of love in its life. 

As a vampire is insatiably hungry no amount of energy will satisfy it. 

Understanding the myth helps us to understand Energy Vampires. 

 
Summary of Tips: 

To keep your vampire and that of others at bay change your focus. Rather than 

desiring to feel loved, act out love through the things you do and say. Act 

lovingly. 

Notice the vampiric tendencies in others and then respond by doing something 

different, and perhaps uncharacteristic. Just changing these patterns can throw 

the vampire off course.   

Vampires are rendered harmless if you do not invite them across your 

threshold. Switch on the light of your awareness, tell yourself you will not be 

vampirised, and you will find that the vampire cannot strike. 
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Chapter 2 

Who will the vampire bite? 
 

Discover: 
How you know when you have been vampirised. 

Why stress and vampires are a dangerous combination. 
Why, as victims, we “go back for more”. 

 

How you know when you have been a victim of vampirism. 
 
Victims usually become restless during the day and find it difficult to sleep at night. 
They are drawn to the vampire even though it is harming them. 

 
The effects of vampirism: 

Vampirism can occur at any time, and the problem is that it leaves us with that 

sense of having been drained, feeling listless and tired, dissatisfied, irritated and 

sometimes even furious. At its worst, it can make us ill. 

Usually vampirism takes place during communication, but not always verbally.  

We can be vampirised by those who use subtle subconscious messages.  

When we are having a conversation with a vampire, the first thing we feel is 

elation. The process of vampirism creates a temporary “high”, much like the 

fictional vampire who finds an erogenous zone when sucking at the neck of its 

victim; this makes the process enjoyable and even desirable. 

After the communication we begin to feel the effects of the energy loss. We 

notice that we feel dissatisfied, but we often cannot identify exactly what it is 

that creates this feeling.  

Consciously, we believe the incident to be over. It is later that the full affect can 

be felt; most frequently, in the middle of the night. We awaken in the small 

hours, one, two or three o’clock in the morning, this sense of “dissatisfaction” 

has suddenly crystallised and prevents sleep. The mind turns on the events, 

going over them again and again.  

These thoughts may arise at other times, usually when we are relaxing. The 

vampire manages to sneak into our thoughts when we are not on our guard. 

Trying to keep it from invading our minds becomes a full time occupation, one 

that expends even more of our energy. 

However, often we choose to allow these thoughts to enter our minds. We 
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enjoy the obsessing, and we loathe it, simultaneously. 

As the process of vampirism increases, so the effects increase in intensity. 

Waking in the night becomes insomnia. Thoughts running around in the head 

can lead to pacing, an inability to settle, some people wring their hands and 

rant to themselves. The victim has become trance like. Usual life fades into 

insignificance as the vampire’s needs overwhelm its victim. The victim finds 

him or herself talking about his or her vampire to others. The vampire can 

become the centre of the victim’s life. 

We may think about our vampire excessively, almost obsessively. We can 

create fantasies around it, so that we believe the vampire to be attractive in 

some way, either sexually, as a friend, as a mentor, as someone we feel we 

must care for, or even as someone we must be careful not to offend. 

In the day the victim is tired and listless. Focussing on work can be a struggle, 

thoughts of the vampire can interrupt the day at any point, and the possibility 

of more vampirism only exacerbates this.  

The victim feels drained and tired. He may become irritated and quickly 

moved to temper, sometimes even fury. This sense of tiredness cannot be 

improved through rest. The energy loss is intense and does not relate to 

physical energy. It is an emotional or mental energy that has been sucked and 

this has to be replaced. When we are giving and receiving love in a non-

vampiric relationship we achieve the synergy of energy exchange. This is when 

both partners become more energised by the exchange than they felt before it.  

Fig. 2.1i Are you vampirised by friends?  

Are your friends really friends, or are you a quick and easy meal ticket? Consider the 
following and see how many relate to your friends, in each case the possible reason 
for the energy loss is given below: 
 
She telephones you for a chat and you find you spend the whole time talking about her 
problems. After the call you worry about her. 
Energy Loss:   This vampire takes over your life with its troubles. You may find yourself 
telling your partner or someone else all about it in a bid to relieve you of the feeling the 
vampire creates. You can feel very loving towards this kind of vampire as it awakens a 
sense of parental responsibility in you. 
 

He is a good laugh, but it always seems to be at your expense. Still, if you don’t take it in  
good part you will be branded a bad sport. 
Energy Loss:   The energy loss is felt as the hurt is masked by the apparent joviality you 
show to your tormentor. This is a form of bullying, and all bullying creates tremendous 
energy loss. 
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Fig. 2.1ii Are you vampirised by friends?  
You resent helping a particular friend, although at the time you willingly offered to do so. 
Energy Loss:   This smacks of manipulation. You agreed to help because you were subtly 
manipulated. The after effects include a sense of dissatisfaction and of being used. 
 

She is never on time and always has an excuse. Interestingly when she does arrive she 
creates a big fuss and is the centre of attention. This is especially likely to happen when it is 
your big day.  
Energy Loss:   This vampire feeds off attention and is so jealous of others that it has to 
outshine everyone. It takes all your energy to remain charming and kind when this vampire 
apologises too much and remains the focus of attention. 
 

He says he will always be there for you, but you never dare ask him for help because he 
always has too many troubles of his own. You usually help him out and he usually asks a 
little bit more of you than you had originally offered.  
Energy Loss: This vampire manages to keep you doing its bidding without ever having to 
return the favour. You find yourself making excuses for him, and not wishing to upset the 
apple cart by complaining, you say his friendship is valuable. This takes an investment in 
energy and the dissatisfaction felt under the surface is a huge drain that may not be felt until 
later. In fact it is the tactic of some vampires to manipulate you into thinking that their life is 
much more important than yours, and that they are fascinating and exciting people. 
 

You tell your friend a funny story, and she listens with relish and admiration. Then you hear 
her repeat the story to someone else as though it had happened to her, and not you! 
Energy Loss:   It is not always apparent how this vampire stole the energy at the time. This 
one is difficult to detect unless you catch it out. The energy loss can be a slow drip feed 
affect, whereby the vampire little by little seems to merge with you until you find you cannot 
distinguish one from the other. This vampire admires you, and that can lead you into a false 
sense of security. Watch out, it may want to steal your partner as well as your life! 
 

A group of friends go out for a drink and one always manages to be the last to buy the 
round, either waiting to offer when everyone has a glassful, or coming back with a round of 
the cheapest beer, and making sure that he times it so that he has to buy the fewest rounds 
in the evening. 
Energy Loss:   Its hard work trying to be friendly with someone who seems to cheat your 
friendship. It is not just the material theft, it is a theft of trust. 
 

You tell her something in confidence and discover that she has told someone else, however, 
it is difficult to be angry with her as she has such winning ways. 
Energy Loss:   This vampire uses information like it  uses people. It always feels vindicated, 
and will claim that it has your best interests at heart, and may even convince you that it 
admires you. The real vampirism occurs when you confront this vampire and find yourself 
feeling guilty about mentioning the breach of confidence, and you may even find you finish 
up consoling it!    
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Fig. 2.2i Are you intoxicated by Lovers?  
Is your lover loving you or wielding the power of the vampire over you? If you 
recognise any of the following you are probably loving the vampire, in each case the 
possible reason for the energy loss is given below: 
 
Your lover is perfect. You can see no faults in him or her at all. 
Energy Loss: You are causing your lover’s vampire to rise from the grave. It will find 
sucking your energy irresistible. 
 
Your lover puts you down, but only by making comments that are almost too trivial to 
complain about. 
Energy Loss: This is typical vampiric behaviour. Being incredibly clever, vampires will not 
necessarily diminish your self esteem in an obvious way, but instead, to make up for their 
own sense of inferiority, they will chip away slowly. As you lose self esteem, so the access 
to your energy potential is also lost and you lose your energy connection to the universe. 
 
Your lover offers to get you a drink in the evening, but at such personal discomfort (aching 
back etc) that you reassure him/her that you will willingly get it yourself and make sure you 
get him/her what he/she wants at the same time. 
Energy Loss: Using the tactics of martyrdom, this vampire does not state its needs, but 
instead manipulates.  This level of complexity undermines love and creates a gothic and 
cold environment where vampirism thrives. Very dramatic! 
 
Your lover is incredibly charismatic and attractive, people tell you that you are lucky to be 
with him/her, but s/he shows little affection to you, saving it all for people s/he hardly knows 
or who it is “good to be seen with”.  
Energy Loss: The lack of value your lover ascribes to you reduces your self esteem and 
therefore becomes de-energising.  
 
Your lover wants to go out with friends, but does not want you to see yours.  
Or, your lover always admired your daring dress sense, but now you are together wants you 
to tone things down. 
Energy Loss: Lack of trust due to lack of self love in the vampire. Lack of trust always leads 
to energy loss. 
 
Your lover jokes about the other women/men s/he has dated, and how they compare to you.  
Energy Loss: 
Vampires do not feel loveable, and they feel vulnerable about the possibility of losing their 
partners. One tactic of the vampire is to appear more attractive than it actually feels by 
covertly criticising its partner. If you have to remain cheerful and accept this behaviour 
(because if you don’t you are being “silly”) it causes intense energy loss. 
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This bears out the Biblical reference to the power that can be accessed “when 

two or more are gathered together”. During this process the transference of 

love creates the synergy, so that greater love is shed into the universe, 

perpetuating both communication partners, and a moment of unity is created. 

The vampire, however, has always sacrificed love for power. It no longer seeks 

to give love and enjoy receiving love from others because it does not believe it 

can gain love without extortion.  

A vampire will use a variety of methods to gain your energy, varying from 

bullying, to crying out for help, to clever and sophisticated methods, such as 

“teaming up” with you, or appearing attractive and caring, because it does not 

believe it can gain your love.   

Fig. 2.2ii  Are you intoxicated by Lovers? 
Your lover will not accept that s/he is in a bad mood, and yet manages to upset the whole 
family, with the blame upon you. 
Energy Loss: Blaming behaviours are very draining. This kind of vampirism causes energy 
loss, often escalates into rows and wastes time when affection could be the alternative.  If 
the vampire recognised its shortcomings and asked for help, rather than blaming it would be 
less of an energy drain. 
 
You strongly suspect your lover is having an affair, and yet your lover denies it in the face of 
overwhelming evidence until you begin to doubt yourself and your sanity. 
Energy Loss: The energy loss is obvious here, as you fight against impossible odds. 
 
Your lover comes in late from work and, with hand to forehead says “Oh well, I suppose I 
had better get the dinner”. 
Energy Loss: This vampire manipulates through guilt. This causes energy loss in its partner 
as he or she has to deal with it.  
 
Your lover is incapable of helping him/herself, you always have to reassure and look after 
him/her. 
Or, your lover believes you are always being unfair in the way you treat him/her. 
Energy Loss: Both of the above are a one way street. All give and no responsibility. You 
invest energy and the lover takes and feeds from it. 
 
Your lover bullies, rants, is argumentative and cruel. 
Energy Loss: Bullying behaviours always cause energy loss as we struggle to raise and 
maintain an energy shield to protect us, but this drains our energy supply quickly.  Your self 
esteem will fall to an all time low if you remain with a bully vampire. It is not your fault, 
although this can be  difficult to believe, the vampire could choose other ways to behave. 
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Stress and vampires are a dangerous combination. 
 
Pressure of work is generally not that dangerous to us; it usually helps us to rise to the 
challenge and perform better for short periods. When pressure is combined with 
vampirism, regardless of whether this is from an individual or the organisation itself, 
then it can lead to stress and, ultimately, even to “burn out.” 

 
The long  term effects: 

If the process of vampirism goes on unchecked it can lead to “burn out”. In 

other words, that feeling of stress that eventually strips us of ability to function 

rationally. 

Burn out can be described as a complete lack of motivation; permanently 

physically, mentally and emotionally exhausted. When we are burnt out, we 

are unable to recuperate with a short break or a rest. Weekends do not re-

energise us; the thought of work can reduce us to tears of despair.  

Stress is considered to be the cause of burn out. That feeling of being “under 

pressure” which can initially lift our performance and help us achieve great 

things, eventually wears us down. We can operate at this “buzz” for short 

periods. During this “Red Alert” state our bodies prepare for either fight or 

flight, an archaic response to danger. Now, we rarely need to physically run 

away from our stressor when it is within working life, instead we need to cope 

with the deadlines, give that presentation or mete out the punishments or 

rewards that our organisation demands.  

In being under stress at work we have the same physical responses, to fight and 

flight, our body prepares our limbs for action, by pumping blood to them, our 

heart rate increases to move oxygen and food quickly to where it will be 

needed and used. Our breathing may be quicker and shallower. The irises of 

our eyes dilate to let in more light and allow us to improve our vision. Our gut 

suffers a loss of blood supply, making it less efficient, as digesting food is not a 

priority when danger threatens. In extreme cases, our bowels evacuate their 

contents! Which is why we can get an “upset tummy” when we are nervous. 

Stress causes more fats to be released into the blood stream ultimately making 

the clogging of arteries more likely. Stress is a significant factor in undermining 

our quality of life and our health.  

However, pressure can help us to work effectively; many professions rely on 

this, such as attendants in Accident and Emergency Rooms. It is when 

workplace pressure is combined with vampirism that burnout will occur and 

often quickly. It is difficult to function well when we are investing our physical 

energy into our work, and losing our emotional energy to vampires.  
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Vampirism as the chief cause of “Burn Out”: 

A vampiric business will value its people only as a vampire values a human, as 

a meal ticket. This pernicious attitude takes hold of us and we can come to 

value ourselves only as the role we carry out. Then we may begin to ask 

ourselves “Is that all there is to life?”. Trying to live up to a role is impossible, 

we are human beings and not robots. As soon as we try to measure up we 

identify the areas in which we fail. When we focus on the role we disengage 

from the person. The organisations that succeed in creating angels will be those 

that value the individual above the role. These companies will fit the role to the 

unique human being rather than trying to fit the person to the role. 

When our role has more importance than we do, we become insecure and 

stressed. This is perfect for the vampire who will use any leverage or power at 

its disposal. Vampires at work are rife, because work gives people power, and 

vampires rise quickly through the ranks. In my experience “burn out” from 

highly stressful work is almost always a direct result of vampirism.  

This vampirism strips us of our vision, and reduces our self-confidence and 

self-belief. We lose the passion we felt about the job and find ourselves 

worrying about the next move we should make and the consequences of our 

actions only in terms of how the vampire or vampires will manipulate us. We 

lose sight of the person we are on the inside, we can appear to change 

personality, to behave irrationally, and yet create (apparently) rational reasons 

for our behaviour.  The most damaging effect of all is the loss of our ability to 

recognise that we still have potential. 

When we feel life is passing us by, or that we have failed it is usually that we 

have simply been unable to discover our potential. This can make us feel tired 

and drained from our living our lives. When we rediscover our potential 

(because it is always there) we can become re-energised and can learn to enjoy 

our lives again. 

People who have “burnt out” at work, often have no understanding of how 

they can tap into their latent energy once more. As a result, they have often 

been running on empty for too long, drained by vampirism. Rediscovering 

your potential is the way to recover from burn out. In order to do this we need 

to find out how to tap into a source of energy. We consider this in more detail 

in Part Two - Awakening the Angel. 
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Fig. 2.3i Do you work for a Vampiric Organisation?  
 
Test your organisation’s tendency towards vampirism: 
If you answer yes to any of the following you may be working for a Vampiric Organisation 
and/or boss. You need to develop strategies for maintaining your energy and preserving 
yourself. 
 
Does your company tend to have a high turnover of staff? Does it tend to hire and fire, 
perhaps making particular job roles redundant and reinventing itself in order to lose certain 
members of staff? 
Yes: Vampiric organisations treat people as expendable resources, if you do not value 
yourself you cannot value another. Boss vampires are fearfully protective. 
 
Is it considered acceptable for people to shout at each other, or for the boss to shout at their 
staff when they are not performing? 
Yes: Typical of bullying, an obvious, but rarely challenged, form of vampirism. 
 
Does your boss appear to support your ideas, but change his/her mind after the event, or 
never commit to them?  
Or, does he/she have selective memory? 
Or, do you feel sapped after a meeting with your boss, even though you did most of the 
talking and were very enthusiastic at the time? 
Or, does your boss tend to tie you up in your own logic? 
Yes to any of the above: The vampire drinks in the ideas and then spits out the person. 
Watch out! 
 
Does the organisation or your working environment have a dense and negative 
atmosphere? 
Yes: Vampires at work. The team may have an unofficial team leader who will lead the 
group in moaning, just the right amount to create an unpleasant atmosphere. This kind of 
environment will ultimately result in either low morale and high staff turnover (as the ones 
who cannot stick will quickly go) and/or a subversive team, who may be sweetness and light 
with senior managers, and are treated like “pets” by them, but who wield vampiric power 
over the immediate boss by doing only what is necessary or making decisions about the 
way in which they should work, with their clan of followers.  
 
Do the people moan about the organisation/boss all the time? 
Yes: Loss of energy creates an inertia which is seen when people moan. When moaning the 
covert message is “I am a victim, I have no power over my life”. An organisation that has a 
healthy can-do culture, and where mistakes are not considered terrible, but instead a part of 
the learning process, will enable people to lose victim mentality and become proactive. 
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Why we go back for more. 
 
Being the victim of a vampire feels good. This is only temporary, though, because a 
process of transformation takes place without our knowledge.  As soon as the vampire 
has stopped feeding we notice our dissatisfaction. 

 
The victim as willing target: 

Knowing the vampire has substituted power for love explains why it always 

seeks to have power over its victims. The storybook vampire has a strange 

compulsive fascination to the victim. Imagine Lucy from Bram Stoker’s 

“Dracula”, seeking the Count at midnight, walking out into the garden in order 

to offer her neck to him and allowing him to take his fill. 

Somehow Dracula managed to create a power over Lucy so that she could not 

suppress her urgency and need to become his nourishment. Indeed, she 

clearly felt satisfaction as he fed upon her, as did he.  

An energy vampire carefully targets its victim, just as Dracula targeted his. 

Once the victim has been identified the vampire will home in, and take 

advantage of the immediate euphoria the process can create for the victim, as 

well as for the vampire itself. 

 

 

Fig. 2.3ii Do you work for a Vampiric Organisation?  
Do people spend a lot of time around the coffee machine? 
Yes: Avoidance and victim behaviour. See above. 
 
Do people mistrust the organisation? Is there building of power bases and internal politics? 
Yes: Bullying vampires thrive in organisations where politics and power basing can be used 
to wield power over another. Where there is mistrust, there are vampires; they are either the 
ones who are not trusted, or the ones who will not trust! 
 
Does the organisation refuse to trust people to make decisions? 
Yes: Vampires who want to hold onto power will not give anything away to another, 
including the ability to make decisions. Making decisions allows us to be in control, and the 
vampire does not want you to have power, it wants to have it all for itself. 
 
You feel guilty and responsible for your bosses sexual advances? 
Yes: Vampires want power. Sexual power is very potent and energising. They do not feed 
upon the sexual act, they draw energy from the knowledge that they have power.  
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The Stages of Intoxication: 

The illustrations Fig 2.5-7 demonstrate how the victim of vampirism becomes 

addicted to the process. Just as in the stories, the victim may even seek the 

vampire out in order to offer his or her neck!  The fourth stage, The 

Transformation, is described in Chapter 4. 
 

The Victim’s Intoxication: 

Being vampirised feels good. The victim of the vampire often enjoys the 

experience so much that they put themselves in such a position that they can 

be fed upon again and again. But, as with Dracula’s victim, Lucy, it is after the 

event that the victim feels bad about him or herself, drained of energy, listless, 

restless perhaps even suffering from insomnia. 

For the victim this experience is intoxicating. It is similar to consuming an 

addictive drug. The hangover and the remorse come after the event. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.4 Typical Symptoms of Vampirism:  

Sleeplessness Listlessness 

Restlessness Pale. 

Uncharacteristic changes in behaviour. Tired in the day.  

Waking up in the morning feeling as tired as at 
bed time.  

Fearful—of nothing specifically.  

Feeling stressed.  Snapping at loved ones. 

Tired in the day.  Suddenly losing patience with people. 

Need to revert to drugs and alcohol to “relax” 
after work.  

Feeling joyless and that life is passing you 
by. 

Pointlessly replaying an event in the mind, or  
discussing it repeatedly to no gain or end result. 

Wanting to spend all day  talking, without 
doing—especially at work. 
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Fig. 2.5 The Stages of Intoxication: 
Stage 1—The Snare 

Stages What is happening How you are feeling 

1. The Attraction 
 

The vampire sees you as a 
potential source of energy. 
You become attractive to the 
vampire. 

You may not be aware of this. 
You may notice the vampire 
and feel drawn. A vampire 
can  often create a 
subconscious longing for it in 
its victims. 

2. The Approach The vampire makes a effort to 
seek you out and then 
approaches you.  
When the vampire makes its 
initial approach it is testing 
your susceptibility to 
vampirism. If you are open it 
will proceed with the bite. 

You have no reason to 
suspect its motives, your 
guard is down. You may even 
feel pleased and honoured to 
have been sought out. 

3. The Bite The vampire engages you 
with the bite. At this point it 
has you “trapped”.   

You may have been in a rush 
to leave, but suddenly you 
find you have all the time in 
the world for the vampire. 
Something keeps you. It is a 
pleasant feeling.  
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Fig. 2.6 The Stages of Intoxication: 
Stage 2— The Energy Drain 

Stages What is happening How you are feeling 

4. The Sucking Once the vampire has 
bitten it will begin to suck 
your energy. 

You are drawn in. Perhaps the 
vampire compels you to advise 
it, but it tells you that everything 
you suggest will fail for it. 
Perhaps it becomes more rather 
than less needy, perhaps you 
just can’t stop talking—but don’t 
know why!  
At this moment you may  feel 
euphoric. 

5. The Withdrawal When it realises the feed 
has come to an end it will 
withdraw, leaving the two 
puncture marks in the 
neck that we recognise as 
being the mark of the 
vampire. 

You feel sad or disappointed 
when the moment comes to an 
end. The euphoria is over 
without a conclusion.  Punctures 
in the neck enable subsequent 
energy leakage to occur easily. 

6. The Vacuum The energy has been 
sucked from the victim 
and leaves a vacuum, an 
empty space within. 

A feeling of dissatisfaction sets 
in. It is now that you feel 
uncomfortable, unhappy or 
tormented by the experience. 
Often with no way of 
rationalising why. It may feel like 
a “hangover”. 
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Fig. 2.7  The Stages of Intoxication: 
Stage 3—The Addiction 

Stages What is happening How you are feeling 

7. The Return If this “feed” proved 
satisfactory, the vampire 
will return for a further 
feed. 

Once back in contact with the 
vampire, the victim may wish to 
recreate that euphoric feeling of 
having the energy drained from 
him/her. 

8. The Intoxication After this cycle repeats 
the victim may quickly 
become intoxicated and 
seek out the vampire in 
order to provide its next 
“meal”.  

Without understanding why, the 
victim desires to be with the 
vampire more than anything. 
Even if brutalised by the 
vampire, the victim will still want 
to go back for more, believing 
the vampire loves him/her and 
that he/she loves it. 
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Summary: 

Having energy sapped can feel quite pleasant at the time.  It is only afterwards 

that you feel exhausted, listless and dissatisfied.  You are likely to have a 

sleepless night in the worst cases.  

The long term effect of pressure combined with vampirism is burn out, which 

is when you lose the energy and ability to do anything for yourself. This can 

happen in work or within a personal relationship. 

 

Summary of Tips: 

Notice when you feel the symptoms of vampirism and identify what happened 

to cause them. Knowing why you feel as you do helps to reduce the negative 

effects, and will help you to sleep better. 

Avoid stress by creating a balance in your life. Cut out caffeine (a couple of 

coffees can double the level of adrenalin in the system) and take time out to 

relax. 

When you notice you are becoming drawn into a vampiric exchange, withdraw 

from the situation in order to give yourself time to rethink—even a quick trip to 

the bathroom can be enough to alter the energy flows in the communication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Charismatic Vampire 
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Chapter 3 

Recognising the Different Energy Vampires 
 

Discover: 
Whether you are likely to become a victim of vampirism. 

Which of the six different vampires prey upon you. 
Whether you are an Energy Vampire 

 

Are you likely to become a victim of Vampirism? 
 
Vampires may exist in our homes, places of work, amongst our friends and lovers. You 
are as likely to be a victim of vampirism regardless of whether you see yourself as 
strong and self confident or vulnerable and diffident. 

 
Natural Prey: 

Many people find themselves natural prey for vampires. Sometimes these 

people are the vulnerable, perhaps with lower self-esteem; sometimes they are 

those with great passions and seemingly inexhaustible energy.  

Frequently, the most insidious of the vampires will target a victim just because 

he or she is positive, able, and perhaps has a cogent personality. People who 

are self-sufficient, self-approving and self-accepting are good victims. In other 

words, a vampire’s prey is as likely to be a strong person as a vulnerable one.  

Being able to find your own source of energy does not make you immune 

from vampires. In fact, it makes you more desirable as a source of 

nourishment. 

People with whom we have an on-going relationship carry out the most 

effective vampirism upon us. Energy can be described as the universal power 

of love, but this does not mean that it applies only to romantic love. However, 

vampirism is frequently rife in our relationships with our lovers. 

 

Controlling and Manipulative Vampires: 

We see vampiristic relationships in work, at home, with loved ones, friends, in 

fact anywhere that we have a relationship with another human there may be 

vampirism occuring. Vampires can work by either controlling or manipulating. 

In other words, they may seek us out and prey upon us (controlling) or lure us 

into feeding them (manipulating). However, do not be fooled into thinking that 
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a controlling vampire is more dangerous than the manipulative. They are both 

monstrously hungry and hell bent on getting what they want—your energy. 

 

Strong and Vulnerable Victims: 

Victims may also be either vulnerable or strong. It may be a surprise to realise 

that vampires will often seek out the strong upon whom to feed. The 

Manipulative Vampire may find a satisfying meal in the energy of a strong and, 

on the face of it, self sufficient, competent and capable person. Gender is not 

important, as active or passive victims and vampires can actually be of either 

gender. Sexual orientation is also irrelevant in terms of vampirism. Lovers of 

either sex or orientation may fall prey to, or themselves become, vampires.  

 

Manipulative Vampires: 

Manipulative Vampires do not exert an obvious control, they do so by covert 

means. They sap your energy by manipulation. These Manipulative Vampires 

may appear to be weak when they are exerting the most control, and this is the 

problem for the victim. Victims can be both weak themselves, or may be 

strong, in either case, they fall into the trap of vampirism without realising, and 

when the vampire has sunk its teeth in, it is difficult to break away, the victim is 

infected and the deadly attraction to the vampire has begun. 

 

Controlling Vampires: 

The active type may blast you with charisma, or bully. You are aware of their 

influence, even if you are not aware of their ability to use this to control. 

Controlling Vampires will seize upon your passion, and either suck it dry and 

use your ideas against you, or squash it, undermine it until you feel confused 

about your real motivation, and begin to buy into theirs. Vampires are always 

hungry, they do not know the meaning of enough. This vampire will weave its 

spell so that you are hooked on the thrill of its presence, or disempowered and 

at the mercy of its might.  

Some vampires can drain you just by their presence.  This is typical of the 

bully vampire.  These are not always recognised as bullies at work, they maybe 

seen as “hard nosed” and driven by a “sole interest in the bottom line". 

 

Beware of your own Vampire: 

When considering each of the vampires types it is most important to see 

whether we can recognise these qualities in ourselves. Remember, we all have 

the potential for vampirism within us, and seeing only the vampires in others is 

an example of allowing our own to rise from the grave. 
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Which of the six different vampires prey upon you? 
 

The six different vampires are likely to strike at different times and places, but we need 
to be vigilant and guard against them all.  

 
• The Corrupter Vampire—seeks to corrupt you 

• The Intimidating Vampire—a bully 

• The Needy Vampire—seeks your help 

• The Charismatic Vampire—blinds you with charm 

• The Guilt or Maternal Vampire—creates feelings of guilt 

• The Advisor or Paternal Vampire—acts as your mentor 

 

In her excellent book “Unholy Hungers” Barbara Hort defines a number of 

Vampire Types within intimate relationships. 

 

Type 1 Corrupter Vampire: 

Controlling Vampire, Strong Victim  

These are vampires who achieve their ends by disguising their inner base 

natures. They often appear successful and enviable, but have a secret side to 

their lives. They may weave a web of fiction around themselves, creating lies 

about who they are, where they come from, and anything else. The lies can 

become confused with reality, and they are often very poorly equipped to deal 

with direct questions to their integrity. 

The Corrupter is often amazingly youthful in appearance, as though it has 

“sold its soul to the devil”. However, there is usually a pay back time, but the 

victims can be destroyed by the Corrupter before this comes home to roost. 

 

How do the victims of Corrupter Vampires react? 

Often the victims will envy and aim to follow the lead of this vampire, believing 

in the self created and perpetuated myth. Victims may fail to accept that the 

Corrupter has a darker side. Victims become corrupted; they lose their identity 

and are absorbed into the life of the Corrupter, so that the distinctions between 

Vampire and Victim are thin and indistinguishable. 

Corrupter Vampires will lure you into a life of vampirism, using and abusing anyone who 
gets in their way. They tread on toes, bully, lie and cheat their way up the ladder. They may 
come to a sticky end on the way back down! 
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The characteristics of an organization within which vampires thrive: 

Companies in which vampires thrive (and perhaps have power) tend to have 

hire and fire policies, internal politics, power building and negative 

communication. People can feel exhausted by their usual day to day life, stress 

is rife and even the vampires are dissatisfied by their lives.  

 

True Life Tales from the Crypt: 

Robert Maxwell and some other disgraced political figures are 

good examples! In addition, the Kray Brothers, the 1960’s London 

gangsters, would be good examples of this corrupting vampire. 

This kind of vampire is so intent on maintaining its position, and yet has so 

many opportunities to see its own faults, it becomes obsessive in its attempts to 

appear perfect.   

This drive for creating an illusion of perfection can even cause it to bankrupt 

itself with expensive court cases or litigation to deny rumours or accusations in 

the media about its motives or behaviour. Or, in the case of some criminal 

vampires, it can even kill. In a commercial situation this means it may be 

fiercely “political”, love to utilise rumour and gossip, and will usually get its 

way, but without stating its needs.  

The Corrupter may raise its ugly head in loving relationships where the 

Vampire wishes to corrupt its victim, such as trying to draw the victim into 

sexually “open relationships”, “swinger” parties etc. In this way, the vampire 

wields the power over its victim, playing on her vulnerabilities and, at the same 

time, demonstrating the power it has over her. 

Vampires who want to have this kind of sexual experience do so out of self-

hatred, and therefore do not believe in their ability to have an intimate 

relationship. Intimacy demands exposing one’s inner truth, and anonymous 

sex is a means of feeling attractive without having to be intimate and reveal 

what one believes to be an unattractive truth about oneself. 

Corrupter Vampires like to be surrounded by people who will agree with 

them, and they may constantly rationalise their decisions. Even when those 

decisions are obviously outlandish and beyond reason, it is difficult to argue 

against them. Once you have asserted yourself with a Corrupter Vampire you 

are unlikely ever to receive its confidence and protection again. 

 

Fictional Case Study—Wall Street – Film 

An example is Gordon Gecko (played by Michael Douglas) in the film “Wall 

Street”. He plays a highly successful investor who, as he is a fascinating figure, 

manages to cajole a young stock broker (played by Charlie Sheen) into 
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committing an offence that will make them both a lot of money. Gecko does 

this by selling the young stockbroker a vision of life with wealth, and 

encourages him to believe he can emulate Gecko’s own life, totally. 

Wall Street demonstrates the paternal vampire well, in particular showing how  

Sheen loses sight of his own personality (a symptom of vampirism) as 

represented by his separation from his own father (a manual worker and union 

man, played by Martin Sheen) and his apparent “adoption” by Gecko. 

 

Fictional Case Study— Interview with The Vampire: 

In the book “Interview with The Vampire” by Anne Rice, and the subsequent 

film, Louis De Pointe, a vampire, tells a journalist his strange life that has 

stretched two centuries. 

He explains how he was lured into a life of vampirism by another, the vampire, 

Lestat.  The vampire explains how the appeal of the life of the vampire was 

made so apparent to him that he became transfixed by both his mentor and his 

lifestyle, yet he found it difficult to prey on humans. After a while his hunger 

got the better of him, as he was continually in the company of the draining 

mentor and desperately needed to feed.  

The only thing that would satisfy his hunger was the blood of a human. So he 

fell into the depravity of vampirism, a life with no way out. The two male 

vampires adopted a young female orphan and finally the push and pull of 

loyalty and ethics in this weird undead family created lethal results. 

The homoerotic themes in this story highlight the concept of vampirism as a 

sacrifice of love for power. In this instance the power exerted is suggestively 

sexual. However, that aside, the themes are compatible with Energy Vampires 

as a metaphor. 

Lestat is lonely and tries to seduce or bully companions. He does not trust his 

ability to be loveable, so he wields power and sells this life of vampirism as 

perfect, as the gains are immense. In fact they are material, and the lack of love 

could almost kill the vampire if he were not immortal. Immortality becomes a 

curse and not a blessing when one’s life is lacking in real and wholesome love. 

Vampires fear garlic for the same reason, as it represents wholesome, healing 

and simple nourishment, a metaphor for simple love. 

By adopting a child the vampires seek to seal their union and yet the child is 

like a cuckoo in the nest, and can outstrip even Lestat’s hunger.  This can 

frequently be seen in organisations, where the vampire boss encourages the 

subordinate to behave as it does in order to wield power in the business. The 

subordinate, once he has learnt how to vampirise, may quickly usurp his 

mentor. There is no loyalty in vampirism. 
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Type 2—The Intimidating Vampire: 

Controlling Vampire, Vulnerable Victim 

They may think that they are being assertive, but Intimidating Vampires are 

using aggressive bullying tactics to get you to do what they want. You find 

yourself trapped by your own logic, and agreeing with them. They never 

proclaim it to be necessary to be reasonable, because they have “right” on their 

side. Intimidating, bully vampires loathe the joy of others and seek to have it, 

or destroy it.  

 

How do the victims of these vampires react? 

You use a lot of energy trying to fend them off, and may feel exhausted just 

being near them. You could liken it to Star Trek, where the Starship 

Enterprise has its energy shields raised on full power! After a while the engine 

is drained, something has to give, and when the shields go down the “ship” is 

vulnerable again. Raising protective energy shields is an ineffective device as it 

depletes our energy and therefore disconnects us from our energy potential. 

 

How do you know if you have been a victim of an Intimidating Vampire? 

Some vampires can drain you just by their presence.  This is typical of the 

bully vampire.  These are not always recognised as bullies, they may consider 

themselves “practical” or “down to earth”. However, whether they appear in 

working or domestic life a bully vampire will leave you feeling exhausted and 

tender. Your self confidence dented. 

 

True Life Tales from the Crypt—Phyllis: 

Phyllis, was the ruthless and hardnosed manager of the Finance 

department. She used fear and politics to lever weaker victims to 

achieve her desires. Shouting and always thrusting a piece of paper under the 

noses of her victims, she would demonstrate that the figures were never good 

enough. She would use “black and white arguments” there was no middle 

ground. Her most detested victims were the sales people. They were easy 

targets, and by haranguing them she managed to keep them under such 

immense pressure they would be bound either to make promises they could 

not keep or mistakes that she could criticise and use as examples for others. 

Her reign of terror reduced men and women alike, to tears. Phyllis would keep 

Intimidating Vampires will bully believing that only they are right, and that to get what they 
want they have to use force or fear. 
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a few close allies (victims), however she was not nice to them. Her closest ally 

(victim) would feel pressured to follow Phyllis’s line, even though she would 

feel it was not right, crying out “I have to run with the fox and hunt with the 

hounds”. 

 

Type 3—The Needy Vampire: 

Manipulative Vampire, Strong Victim 

Needy Vampires need your help, and you want to nurture and help them.  

They are very grateful to the help you give on the surface, telling you how 

much they value you and everything you know and do. 

They will usually complain to other people about you, and say things like “I 

thought you were my friend” if you want them to stand on their own two feet. 

They make you feel powerful, but when you have finished with them you are 

exhausted and often dwell on their problems more than your own! 

The Needy Vampire will cry out “its not fair” time and again. “I have awful 

luck”, “Life never treats me right”. They do not believe they are in control of 

their own destiny and so seek out people from whom they can gain the power 

to change their lives. Unfortunately, the Needy Vampire will always be 

disappointed by their Victim in the end, because there is no elusive power “out 

there” it is within the individual him or herself.   

The Needy Vampire may well call you its best friend one minute and worst 

enemy the next. Needy Vampires will then tell other people (new prey) how 

badly you treated them. This can be a shock to the innocent prey, who thought 

that by “helping” whether practically or through emotional support, he or she 

would be appreciated and cherished. 

This type of vampire will seek out the strong because weak people will provide 

an inadequate meal. Needy Vampires often arrive as friends, and we can be 

mistaken for thinking they are very true and loyal to us. In fact, they are only 

interested in a quick fix. Be especially wary of Needy Vampires who want to 

become your lover. They will appear exciting and yet sad and affecting, which 

can be compulsive. The vampire’s prey believes it can have a loving affair, 

whilst giving extra comfort to the vampire.  The Needy Vampire will always be 

weakened and incapable of taking action, it will make its prey feel strong and 

able, and so the sense of responsibility of prey over vampire is reinforced. The 

Needy Vampire excuses itself by claiming that it could never have the ability, 

Needy Vampires seek “rescuers”. They drain you with their problems until you feel 
responsible for them. 
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strength of character, etc of its prey. The danger here is that the vampire’s prey 

is being drawn into a relationship in which he or she will be drained and used, 

even though the vampire itself feels it is abused in the relationship.  

 

How do the victims of Needy Vampires react? 

Initially the victim feels good. She or he is helping, being compassionate and 

receiving appreciation from the vampire for this. This confers a sense of 

satisfaction at the time. However, almost immediately afterwards the victim 

feels exhausted. The problems of the vampire become his or her own. Victims 

can begin to obsess about them, and eventually feel as though the distinction 

between the vampire’s problems and his or her own life has become blurred. 

 

Fictional Case Study—My Blue Eyed Boy—Novel by Helen Dunmore 

This book is rife with needy vampires. Simone, is working hard at a 

responsible job as a District Judge in order to help support her husband, 

Donald, who is on the verge of bankruptcy. Donald’s unrealistic attempts to 

make money leave him falling further and further into despair, relying more 

upon Simone. She has to support him emotionally, and so is effectively 

rescuing him from his feelings of inadequacy. She finds this draining.   

To support the view that we tend to attract vampires, consider Simone, who 

receives a letter from an old boyfriend of 20 years ago, another Needy 

Vampire, who has been emotionally troubled and through treatment and yet is 

now back in her life, creating yet another wounded puppy for her to deal with. 

This one is obsessive and could upset her whole life. 

 

True Life Tales from the Crypt—Sue and Angie: 

Sue offered to foster her best friend and lodger Angie’s baby as she 

was going through a bad time with her partner and was unsure of 

whether she wanted to keep the baby or not. Angie gladly accepted the offer 

from Sue, and she had little to do with the baby’s upbringing as she was 

frequently too tired.  

Angie needed constant reassurance and care from Sue, who felt she had two 

babies to cope with, but as time went by she was impressed with how Angie 

improved. Angie eventually got a CV together and applied for some jobs, 

securing a part-time customer service position. However, after six months Sue 

had to ask Angie if she could find a new room because she was expecting a 

baby herself. Angie said she understood, and Sue helped by providing 

information on a few possible lodgings that would be suitable and affordable.  

Angie left, deciding that she could now cope with looking after her baby, 
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however, she refused to ever speak to Sue again. She told their mutual friends 

that Sue had been mean, and that she should have given her more notice. She 

complained that she had helped Sue out with rent for several years and that 

Sue obviously cares nothing for her, but, as Angie told everyone who would 

listen, “that’s the sort of person that always seems to take advantage of me.” 

 

True Life Tales from the Crypt—Alison and Jo: 

Alison wanted to do something about the relationship she had with 

Jo. Her reason for seeking one –to-one coaching was because she 

felt she could help Jo out of her troubled marriage. Jo’s husband was violent 

and constantly critical.   As a result Jo’s self esteem was poor and she doubted 

her ability in even the simplest task. After a short time Alison realised that it 

was not Jo that she should be helping but herself. She discovered that Jo’s 

neediness was affecting her own life and health. Alison had already taken Jo in 

and “protected” her from a violent outburst from her husband. She was 

helping to prepare Jo to leave him, as she was worried for Jo’s safety. However, 

whatever suggestion Alison made was greeted with “Yes… but” from Jo, who 

was never prepared to commit to any of the very sound ideas. Alison’s energy 

was being used to prop up Jo who had become a Needy Vampire as a result of 

the abuse from her husband. 

 

Type 4– Charismatic Vampire: 

Controlling Vampire, Vulnerable Victim 

Charismatic Vampires command attention. If they give you attention you feel 

entranced and find yourself telling them everything. They will listen to every 

word, making deep eye contact. 

When you have finished you feel dissatisfied, vulnerable, you may feel that you 

have said too much. You often forget this the next time you see them. Later, 

you may catch them repeating what you have said to someone else as if it was 

their idea! 

 

Fictional and Mythical Charismatic  Vampires: 

The story of Dracula has already been described in Chapter 1, but he is the 

archetypal Charismatic Vampire. Although Dracula’s original incarnations 

Charismatic Vampires are captivating. You may seek them out,  but feel strangely drained 
and dissatisfied afterwards. They will feed on your ideas and your passion, and drop you 
when you no longer provide an adequate meal. 
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were foul and ugly, the Charismatic Vampire has the outward appearance of 

the dashing and attractive figure we so frequently associate with vampires. 

Dracula is often the subject of sexual fantasy, for either vampire or victim, and 

Fig 3.1 Who has Vampirised you?  
Quick Quiz:  

If you answer yes to any of the following, then you have probably been the victim of a 
vampire. In which case read on and discover what type of vampire  

may have been responsible: 

 Yes  

 1. Have you ever felt wasted by someone, or by certain relationships?  
If yes, then you could have been vampirised by any of the different vampire types. 

2. Do you seem to attract energy sapping people?  
If yes, perhaps you are a magnet to vampires, especially the Needy type. 

 

3. Does your partner/friend imply but not declare clearly what s/he needs or wants 
from you? 
If yes, perhaps s/he is a Guilt Vampire. 

 

4. Do you find your friends to be more draining than supportive?  
If yes, they may be Needy Vampires if they are always asking you to share their 
problems. 

 

5. Do you ever feel people manipulate you with feelings of guilt? 
If yes, this is often the Guilt Vampire 

 

6. Do you agree to helping people and later feel “put upon?” 
If yes, it is most likely a Needy Vampire has woven its spell on you. 

 

7. Do people seem to take advantage of you all the time? 
If yes, it could be that they are Intimidating Vampires, Advisor or Corrupter Vampires 

 

8. Do you have a friend/partner who is extremely attractive and charismatic and yet 
you frequently feel unvalued by him/her? 
If yes,  it is likely to be the Charismatic Vampire 

 

9. Do you find yourself doing things of which you do not approve  because a friend/
partner has managed to convince you to? 
If yes, it is probably a Corrupter Vampire. 

 

10. Do your friends seem to have huge amounts of advice to offer you, making it 
difficult to drag yourself away, and leaving you trying to find excuses for not carrying 
out what they are convinced is right for you? 
If yes, they are probably Advisor Vampires. 
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the close association with sexuality is not accidental. The charisma of the 

vampire is often (but not solely) associated with sexual attraction (or can be 

confused with it). This is not always overt, and cannot be assumed to be 

heterosexual. The stories of vampires are as frequently same sex attraction, 

such as the two women in The Hunger by Whitley Strieber, or the two male 

characters (and perhaps the journalist too) in Interview with The Vampire by 

Anne Rice. 

The sexual attraction of the charismatic vampire can be used within non sexual 

relationships, and may also overlap with the Paternal Vampire, who mentors 

us. This can most often be seen within working relationships.  

 

How do you know if you have been a victim of a Charismatic vampire? 

You may have had an experience when you met someone very attractive, who 

commanded attention when he or she entered the room, and who seemed 

really interested in you. It wanted to know everything about you and 

continually asked questions. You may have found yourself answering, even 

though you were sometimes surprised at you own frankness. Yet you seemed 

to captivate it. However, later you may have felt uncomfortable, but unable to 

pinpoint why.  When you reflected on the meeting it seemed there was 

something wrong. You enjoyed it at the time, and yet after felt bad, even 

abused.  Strangely, you will probably find that if this vampire comes back into 

your life you will go through the same thing all over again. 

 

True Life Tales from the Crypt—George: 

George was a charismatic vampire who created an atmosphere 

within his business in which all the staff became intoxicated. They 

would all need to tell him their ideas, and he would let them talk and talk. 

Fiona, the sales manager, would give him her energy and ideas, and he would 

appear to drink them in, making her feel more enthusiastic and increasing her 

commitment. It was only later that she felt drained, without understanding why. 

Fiona introduced George to a new method of monitoring sales people, but 

found that George would use her own ideas against her, when it suited him, 

without any remorse at all. Eventually George told Fiona that her system of 

monitoring activity would be used to identify her management failings. Fiona’s 

approach was usually motivational, but she felt forced to use unnatural and 

ultimately destructive management methods, losing some loyal staff, but 

increasing (notionally) the profitability of the business. Fiona did manage to 

catch George out, but it was she who had to leave the company, burnt out and 

de-motivated. Many charismatic vampires are never caught out. 
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Type 5—Guilt or Maternal Vampire: 

Manipulative Vampire, Vulnerable Victim 

Maternal vampires may be male or female, but this vampire smacks of the 

Mother–Daughter guilt ridden relationship that can fester where jealousy, lack 

of trust and low self esteem in the mother and daughter are rife. 

This vampire wants you to carry a torch for it, it wants to be a mentor and yet is 

jealous of your success, and will find any opportunity to undermine your ability 

while appearing devoted. “I’m sorry you failed, keep trying” it will say, with 

apparent supportiveness. 

The guilt vampire will sap your energy by making you rescue it. It will live its 

life through the success of others, whilst blaming them for its failure, or, more 

accurately, cleverly making them feel guilty for “holding it back”. The guilt 

vampire will maintain victims by, itself claiming to be a victim, drawing the 

strength from others as its only source of sustenance.  

It can be an intensely “push and pull” type of relationship, whereby the 

vampire appears to wish you well and urge you on, but will stop short of the 

final push, by using guilt to draw you back again. Furthermore, it will even 

undermine you and, if it is your boss at work, this vampire will drop hints at 

meetings where you are not invited, voicing its doubts about your ability! It is 

subtle and cunning, and manages to appear to have everyone’s, but its own, 

best interests at heart, whereas in fact the reverse is true. 

 

Fictional Case Study—Working Girl – Film 

An ideal example of the guilt vampire is Sigourney Weaver’s character, 

Katherine, in Working Girl. She appeared to be encouraging her young 

protégé, Tess (Melanie Griffith). But actually Katherine only wanted the glory 

for herself. Tess is Katherine’s secretary, she has all the relevant qualifications 

to move into a position in investment, but can’t seem to get a break. 

Tess is taken in by the superficial care she is given by her boss, and believes 

that she will really help her to succeed, and so she tells her of an idea that 

could be very profitable.  Her boss promises to look into it, but returns with 

the disappointing news that it will not be acceptable. She urges Tess to keep 

trying, and implies she will be supporting her all the way. 

Tess believes her boss is being particularly caring and helpful because she is a 

woman, and feels they have a kind of solidarity. It is only by chance that she 

Guilt Vampires will make you feel guilty in order to manipulate you into remaining “there for 
them”. They are good at disempowering others. 
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finds out her idea was not turned down out of hand, as her boss had told her, 

but that her boss was going to steal the idea for herself. 

Tess is duped by Katherine who claims they are “practically sisters”, and yet 

who has no compunction about using her and preventing her rise within the 

firm. All the while Tess defends Katherine as she sees her as someone who 

will nurture and care for her, helping her achieve the big break for which she is 

searching. 

 

How do the victims of Guilt/Maternal Vampires react? 

The victim will love the attention, but is stifled by the limitations that she feels 

are imposed upon her (usually by beliefs the vampire has subtly implanted that 

its victim lacks the necessary ability). The victim will often feel she is incapable 

of escape. She may remain working for the vampire for years. It is the vampire 

that really is incapable of escape, and therefore it is cruelly critical of anyone 

who does move on, undermining with fabricated evidence that he or she will 

never gain another job, home or lifestyle of a similar calibre. In any case, the 

vampire and the victim are unable to shift the relationship from a basis of guilt 

to one of two adults, neither needing to steal energy. 

 

True Life Tales from the Crypt—Darren: 

The covertly ambitious manager, Darren used this technique to sap 

the energy of the person he considered to have the real talent, his 

assistant, Helen. Helen felt a sense of responsibility to the weaker and 

ineffectual Darren. He constantly whined about how much better she was than 

he, and how he needed her to help him. Whilst promising her the trappings of 

success and occasionally demonstrating that they were making progress, he 

maintained her commitment and sympathy. However, most of the time he 

kept her insecure by revealing how “their” work was not appreciated by the 

company, but convincing her that they needed to persevere. 

Eventually Helen’s resolve was so weakened that she was vulnerable to 

Darren’s sexual harassment. She gave in to sex, feeling guilty and responsible 

for leading him on; in her view, Darren was the weak one.  

Darren knew that Helen was very loyal and used this loyalty to ensure she 

remained within his power. Quickly, Helen began to realise how she was being 

abused and started to deny Darren’s advances. As a result Darren had Helen 

sacked as the relationship was becoming dangerous, although he demonstrated 

both grief and disappointment when she left, and claimed he was unaware that 

this was going to happen, in fact he had orchestrated it as a part of his rise to 

further power and self protection. 
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Type 6—Advisor or Paternal Vampire: 

Controlling Vampire, Strong Victim  

Advisor or Paternal Vampires appear to be perfect, almost an ideal role 

model. This vampire wants to be your advisor, and is very powerful in this 

role. It appears to know what is best, and appears to have your best interests at 

heart (actually it is unable to see beyond its own best interests and feelings). It 

may change direction, and insist you follow its advice, or otherwise will happily 

“leave you to rot”. 

Advisor Vampires feel a thrill from offering their advice. They can talk and 

talk, and will often talk over you when you try to mention your own situation, 

because, after all, they claim they are doing this “for your benefit”. 

The Advisor finds it difficult to believe that it is not being helpful, but in fact 

the energy is moving from the victim or  “mentored” to the vampire. The 

Advisor will feel greatly energised by being able to share its profound 

“wisdom”, whilst failing to realise that real wisdom is in knowing how to stop, 

and when enough is enough. 

The Advisor feels that it has so much to offer its victim, that everything is a 

gem and nothing can be omitted. The Advisor is likely to tell others how 

important it was to the victim, glorifying in its ability to help and guide.   

 

How do the victims of Advisor/Paternal Vampires react? 

You can become disempowered by the need to gain approval and lose 

confidence in your own decisions as you feel you have to “check in” with the 

advisor, “just in case .…” This kind of vampire is typical of those who “do not 

cast a shadow” – that is, it appears perfect, and by viewing it as perfect you will 

help the vampire to rise. 

 

Fictional Case Study—Tootsie – Film 

Dustin Hoffman plays the “know it all” actor who cannot get a job because he 

is too difficult to work with. To prove his worth he takes on the role of a 

woman in a television soap opera, his true sex being unknown to the director 

and cast. Hoffman falls in love with an actress (played by Jessica Lange) on the 

cast, who takes to him because he is able to offer her help and advice with her 

lines. Hoffman discovers that when he is himself (and male) he is domineering 

and uncaring with his friends and lovers, that he is so full of his own self-

importance and knowledge that he fails to realise that this is creating people 

Advisor Vampires are mentors who will lure you into a life of vampirism. 
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who are dependent upon him, in particular, his girl friend Sandy, who 

becomes his lover and then is completely forgotten by him, so that he fails to 

keep any dates with her. 

Eventually he has to come clean, and reveals to Lange, the women he loves, 

that “I was a better man as a woman than I ever was as a man”. 

Hoffman’s character was able to realise the difference between “telling” and 

being the centre of attention, and “sharing” and being part of a joint 

experience. He was able to slay his vampire! 

Fig 3.2 Are you an Energy Vampire? 
Quick Quiz:  

If you answer yes to any of the following, then you have probably used vampirism in which 
case notice the vampire type and refer back to it in the chapter.  

This time notice how these vampiric traits may be 
demonstrated by you. 

If Yes: 

1. Do you ever feel you are sapping the energy of 
others?  

You must be a vampire! But which one? 

2. Do you feel you are trying to get a response from 
someone, perhaps through manipulating them to 
support you?  

You are probably using a Guilt or Needy Vampire 
strategy 

3. Do you need to be the centre of attention, have 
people hang on your every word or admire you?  

You are being a Charismatic Vampire as they 
love to hold “court”. 

4. You sometimes get what you want by dropping 
big hints or making people feel guilty? 

Guilt as a weapon signifies the Guilt Vampire.  

5. Do you have friends upon whom you rely to be 
supportive and give you a boost when you need it?  

Its your Needy Vampire who loves to be rescued 
and to have friends “cheer it up”. 

6. Do you ever moan about other people? Do you 
feel life is particularly bad for you? 

This is your Needy Vampire, “everything is unfair 
and there is nothing I can do about it” is its cry. 

7. Do you ever “cheat the system” and encourage 
others to join in the scam?  

This is the Corrupter Vampire in you who likes to 
share a lack of morality 

8. Do you have to threaten people in order to make 
them pull their weight?  

You may be an  Intimidating Vampire. These 
always seems to be surrounded by people who 
are incompetent! This vampire is too  busy being 
“right” to appreciate the unique gifts of others. 

9. Do you find that you have a way of inspiring 
people to do things that you believe are in their best 
interests, even when you do not know the whole 
situation?  

You may be the Advisor Vampire who likes to be 
a mentor, but it is clearly vampirism if you are 
only interested in your self importance as a 
mentor.  
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Are you an Energy Vampire? 
 

We all hold the potential to be a vampire, and yet we often find it far easier to recognise 
this trait in others than we do in ourselves. 

 

When we notice a vampire, it means we are vampires! That is quite a daunting 

prospect and one that may make you want to throw this book away! But the 

truth is that we must look within to see how we may be unwittingly falling into 

the vampire’s lifestyle.  

We know that once a vampire has preyed upon us, we begin a transformation 

into the beast. So for every one of us who has been victimised by a vampire we 

must expect to be demonstrating those same vampire traits. 

The more we deny this the less chance we have of making real changes in our 

lives that will rid us of vampires forever. 

We may be able to recognise the vampire in others very easily, but when we 

see it within ourselves we know we have come home to a truth that will enable 

us to elevate our relationships to an angelic status. We can be angels and live 

amongst angels. Honestly consider the questionnaire to see if this sheds any 

light on the techniques you use to get what you want in life. 

 

Summary of Tips: 

Avoid counter attacks. You never need to give this vampire reasons, If you say 

no, mean no and move on. 

Do not get drawn into the drama. Take everything they say at face value but 

know that the vampire is trying to manipulate.   

Fig 3.3  Summary of Vampire Types and their Victims 

 Controlling Vampires Manipulative Vampires 

 Advisor  or Paternal takes control by relentlessly giving 
advice even if  it does not know the whole story. 

Needy manipulates by 
being weak and relying 
on you to rescue it.  
   Corrupter will draw you into dubious activities, in order to 

“beat the system” so that you become as “thick as thieves”. 

 Charismatic controls you by luring you in through its 
attractiveness, making you feel important . 

Guilt  or Maternal 
manipulates by playing 
the martyr and preying on 
your guilt.  Intimidating controls through aggressive and bullying 

tactics. 
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Chapter 4 

The Vampire Within 
 

Discover: 
How a victim becomes a vampire. 
How to lose the vampire lifestyle. 
How to keep the vampire at bay. 

 

How a victim becomes a vampire 
 
All vampires are made by vampires.  When the Vampire drains its victim of energy, the 
victim will be prone to replace the lost energy by unwittingly transforming into a 
vampire.  And so the cycle continues. 

 

Vampires are made by vampires: 

Just as a mythical vampire is created as a result of being victim to a vampire, so 

it is with energy vampires. When the vampire bites into the neck of a victim, 

that victim begins a slow transformation into vampire, becoming more and 

more a creature of the night. 

Energy vampires are usually victims of vampires, perhaps a 'vampiric’ parent, 

sibling or friend can cause the vampire within us to rise from the grave. It is 

typical for the process of vampirism to create an almost instant hunger in the 

victim.  

In order that we may become able to move into a new way of being, we need 

first to slay our own vampire, and then, deal with energy vampirism from 

others.   

 

How do we know when our vampire has risen from the grave? 

Identify the behaviours you use to get what you want. How often do you clearly 

state your needs? For many people the tactic considered most effective is 

covert manipulation rather than overtly stating needs.  

Consider the following example Fig 4.1: 
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What happens afterwards? 

For many of us, manipulation is an effective way of achieving our ends. We 

want to receive love and care from the people we love or from those with 

whom we work. However, we frequently fail to ask for the simple things that 

these people are more than happy to give to us. 

We tend to find ourselves activating our vampires as a direct result of energy 

loss. For example, when we have just been victim to a vampire we tend to find 

someone onto whom we can unburden ourselves. Thus we become a vampire. 

We need to recognise when the flow of energy is coming towards us without it 

returning to another. In other words, what do we tend to do to gather an influx 

of energy? What are our tactics? 

 

The Energy Vacuum: 

Vampirism creates an energy vacuum and we are driven immediately to 

replenish our missing energy.  

When we are drained of energy it is like an instant hunger. We do not feel the 

usual hunger pangs that we feel when we have a hunger for food. Instead this 

hunger works like a vacuum. Whenever a vacuum occurs matter seeks to fill it 

immediately as nature abhors a vacuum.  

Fig 4.1 Vampiric Exchange—Example 
 
A:  (Just arrived home from work) I’ve had such a hectic day, I am exhausted.  
 I suppose I had better get the dinner ready now. 
B:  I’ve had a busy day too. I thought I would put my feet up. 
A:  I would love to be able to put my feet up, but I have to get the dinner. 
B:  Would you like me to help you? 
A:  Oh no, I’ll do it, don’t worry about me. I can manage, it is my turn tonight, after all, I 
 don’t want to take advantage….. 
B:  Its not taking advantage, why don’t I do it for you. I’ve had a bit of a rest. 
A:  No, no, I’ll be alright (putting hand on back to indicate back strain). 
B:  Look, you go and take a bath, I’ll make the dinner. 
A:  Are you sure? 
B:  Of course, don’t worry about it, I’m more than happy to do it. 
A:  Well, if you are sure…. 
 
What is happening? 
A is using vampirism on B. A should clearly state his/her needs, rather than use vampirism 
to exert control. B will feel exhausted by the exchange and probably aggrieved about it 
later. 
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Pure vacuums are rare and in nature an example of a partial vacuum can be 

seen in weather systems. If seen in three dimensions, a low-pressure area is like 

a valley in the hillside of a high- pressure zone. The rising warm air of the high 

pressure “hills” draw air upwards creating a notional doughnut shaped “hole” 

in the air and the high pressure rushes to fill this “valley”. The rapid movement 

of air causes winds that at their most extreme can be violent storms. 

This process can be seen in the vampire’s victim. The hole that the energy loss 

creates demands that it is filled, and the energy will be taken from the nearest 

available source. The process of ingestion of energy by the vampire can be a 

violent one, as the vampire makes its immediate demands upon the new 

victim. The filling of the vacuum creates a level of unconscious manipulation in 

the vampire that could be inconceivable to its conscious mind. 

As the winds rush into the hole that has been punched in the atmosphere, so 

the vampire finds the release valve that will allow the energy to flow back into 

itself, so that the vacuum is refilled. 

Energy that is stolen is limited. This is obvious because it can only be gained 

from the original source, the victim, and therefore we only have access to it 

when the victim is either close to us, or communicating with us. Energy we 

draw from the universe is unlimited as it depends only upon our ability to 

connect with what is freely available to all. As long as we remain connected we 

 Fig 4.2 Are you filling an Energy Vacuum? 
Quick Quiz:  

If you answer yes to any of the following, then you have probably used vampirism.  If you 
answer  “yes” you may be substituting power for love. Read the chapter to see how to cure 
these tendencies. 

 Yes  No 

1. Do you find yourself becoming a martyr to get your own way?    

2. Do you feel energised when you have told someone your problems?    

3. Do you find people “don’t understand how you feel”?    

4. Are you often too tired to “make an effort” with friends?   

5. Do you use piercing looks to get your own way, or stomp and blast people?    

6. Do you complain that you are not appreciated and make noises that 
encourage others to give you support?  
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can gain all we need. In Chapter 5 we consider how to do this in detail. 

When we remain connected to this unlimited source of energy, we do not have 

to fear the effects of the vampire. However, our problem is in preventing 

ourselves from allowing our own vampire to rise, and unless we do so, we will 

continue to create vacuums in ourselves and in others. 

 

Nests of Vampires: 

“The Firm” a novel by John Grisham demonstrates how a nest of vampires can 

come about. Each new generation of young lawyers that come into the firm 

join the “nest” of Advisor and Corrupter vampires. There are layers of 

vampires in this story, each mentor feeding off its subordinate victim until the 

victim becomes a vampire and does the same. The victims learn how to drink 

in the life of the vampire without any remorse. This extends to the home life 

and marriages of the victims, who become sexually corrupted, taking lovers 

and punishing marriages.  

Fig 4.3 The Stages of Intoxication: 
Stage 4—The Transformation 

Stages What is happening How you are feeling 

6. The Persistent Vacuum The re-occurring process of 
energy loss leaves a 
vacuum that cannot be 
replaced by further 
vampirism.  

Returning to have yet more 
energy sucked only makes the 
feeling of dissatisfaction worse 
for the victim, even though the 
desire to be vampirised is still 
great. 

9. The Quick Fix Having been vampirised 
the victim immediately 
searches for a way to 
replenish the energy 
vacuum 

The victim feels the need for 
reassurance, support or 
affection. 

10. The Transformation The victim, now 
transformed into vampire, 
finds a suitable person from 
whom energy can be 
drained. 

Without realising it, victim has 
become vampire. The victim will 
be unaware that the inevitable 
transformation has taken place.  
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Fig 4.4 How the process of transformation can occur    

Hidden Vampirism Immediate and  
Apparent 
Response  

 

Actual Transformation 
as a result of  

Energy Vacuum 

How you may 
feel when you 

become aware of 
the Energy Theft 

A friend calls and 
unburdens himself upon 
you, telling you about his 
problems at work. 

Following the call 
you feel tired and  
decide to call your 
mother. 

You have a good moan 
about your friend. 

Anger with friend. 

You get “blasted” by your 
boss. 

You capitulate, and 
behave meekly. 

You shout at your 
partner when you get 
home. 

You feel 
aggrieved. 

Your partner tells you s/
he is feeling poorly but is 
happy to go and get the 
shopping. You intervene 
and say you will do it 
instead.  

You feel you must 
be kind to your 
partner when s/he 
feels like this. 

When you arrive at the 
Supermarket you make 
such a fuss about 
loading the goods that a 
member of staff offers to 
help. You eventually 
accept help, after 
making many (but not 
too many) 
remonstrations to the 
contrary. 

You feel guilty 
and put upon at 
the same time. 

Your boss tells you that 
you could be considered 
for promotion, but that 
unless you were seen to 
be more willing to put in 
extra hours you would 
probably be passed over. 

You realise that this 
must look very bad, 
and that you need 
to alter your 
behaviour 
immediately. 

You tell your partner,  
unsympathetically, that 
he or she will have to 
put up with the 
additional hours, after 
all, you are only doing 
this for him/her. 

You feel annoyed 
that you have not 
been appreciated 
for what you have 
done and for who 
you are. 
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In the film adaptation of the book, Tom Cruise plays a young, newly qualified, 

lawyer, Mitch McDeere, a potential high flyer who is sought after by many big 

firms, but eventually is wooed by a “family” firm in Memphis, Tennessee. 

Mitch’s wife Abby (Jeanne Tripplehorn) is suspicious, because the firm has 

such rigid code of practice for its staff, including how they live their domestic 

life. 

Mitch throws himself into his work, and curries favour with his boss, and 

lunches with his mentor Avery Tolar (Gene Hackman), listening to his wisdom 

and absorbing the culture. Abby continues to feel alienated by it. 

The relationship between Mitch and his wife Abby is on a knife edge 

particularly after Mitch is set up and tempted into sex with an unknown girl on 

a beach in the Cayman Islands. His immediate remorse is irrelevant, as the 

event is used to control him, with photos of the event sent to Abby. The 

relationship between Mitch and Abby becomes unstable and Avery joins the 

picture, attempting to seduce Abby.  

Avery’s eventual demise is (metaphorically) typical of the Corrupter Vampire. 

Feeling there is no way out of his life of vampirism, he explains to Abby how 

he was lured into the life and is unable to find any release or liberation from it. 

He tells her about the woman he loved and how he lost her, with intense 

regret, but does not see any escape. Finally, he kills himself. 

This story illustrates vampirism on many different levels, and demonstrates the 

Corrupter Vampire perfectly. The Nest of Vampires calls itself a Family, and 

has strict codes, typical of Corrupter Vampires, because they like to control 

everything and everyone around them.  

It is interesting to see how the vampire chain extends from Mitch’s boss, 

through his mentor to him, and ultimately how this infects his wife. It is typical 

that a Corrupter Vampire mixes sex and power, they will often have affairs or 

flirt and sexually manipulate their ”prey”, sometimes through relentless pursuit 

and often this is, in reality, sexual harassment. The victims of the harassment 

rarely take any action, legal or otherwise, to stop it. 

 

Nests of Vampires within the Family: 

Although nests of vampires may be pernicious in the workplace, frequently 

they are seen within the family. As vampires are usually created within us as a 

result of our tactics as children, it is not surprising that we may find vampires 

residing with us at home. 

Many situation comedies are based upon this concept, whereby the maternal 

vampires are often the mothers, using guilt to wield power—consider American 

Situation Comedy “Roseanne”. The title character, played by Roseanne Barr, 
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Fig 4.5 Are there Vampires in the family? 

Quick Quiz:  
If you answer yes to any of the following, then beware, the vampire may be residing at your 
house! The following are typical vampire behaviours that may be found in the home: 

 Yes  No 

1. In order to get anything done, nagging is required. 
If yes, this may be the tactics of Intimidating Vampires, or sometimes Guilt 
Vampires can nag, but it will be very subtle! 

  

2. Because the family do not contribute, it is necessary to do everything 
yourself, whilst quietly moaning. 
If yes, this may be the Guilt Vampire. 

  

3. Sarcasm is used frequently. 
If yes, this may be the Intimidating Vampire who may use sarcasm, as it is a 
form of aggressive assertion. However, it can be a Charismatic Vampire that 
may use it as vampirising “humour”. 

  

4. Competition exists between family members, each trying to out do the other 
in criticising  each others interests, music, friends etc  
If yes, a maelstrom of vampire types could be involved here.  

  

5. Parents provide a united front, and children complain that their point of view 
is not “heard” or considered of value; “Mum and Dad know best”. 
If yes, “Mum and Dad” could be Advisor Vampires. 

  

6. One individual criticises and complains about another to a third member. 
If yes, a Corrupter Vampire enticing others to join his/her campaign 

  

7. Members can be made to feel guilty quite easily. 
If yes, probably a Guilt Vampires; however, it can also be used effectively by 
Needy Vampires 

  

8. Everyone picks on the little one. 
If yes, there may be a mixture of possible vampire types, but everyone picking 
on one member is typical of “Vampire Nest” behaviour, the little one being at 
the bottom of the pecking order and therefore easy “meat”. 

  

9. The ones that complain that “It’s not fair” receive “special” treatment in 
order to help them to feel equal. 
If yes, this may be Needy Vampires at work. 

  

10. One member of the family is a “tour de force” and tends to have most of 
the influence. 
If yes, this may be a Charismatic Vampire who is suffocating the others. 
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has a vampiric mother herself, and vampirises her own children with her 

cutting humour. Although funny, it is damaging if it gives the impression that 

this is clever and effective parenting; the vampire mother gaining the power 

from being perceived as smart and witty at the expense of the children and 

partner (in this case her husband).  

In this particular Situation Comedy every member of the family vies for power, 

and, although the programme tries to demonstrate a loving family life, this end 

message is given as “I vampirise you because I love you”. 

This format is used extensively in Situational Comedies, and in recent 

television programmes such as “My Family” on BBC 1, the same formula is 

used with vampiristic children and parents, each attempting to be the one who 

“wins the power”. 

The questionnaire highlights only a few examples of vampirism in the family. 

However, if we are to improve our relationships in life, what better place to 

start than at home. We need to be able to recognise these behaviours before 

we can change them. 

 

Nests of Vampires within Friendship Groups: 

It is not uncommon for vampires to exist within friendship groups. The same 

kinds of nests may exist, with certain friends exerting power over others. A 

classic example of this: Friend A to Friend B: Don’t tell Friend C but….”.  

In this case Friend A may be expecting B to keep a confidence that is not in 

the best interests of Friend C. However, if you tell C you are letting down A. 

This kind of manipulative behaviour will create pushes and pulls of energy 

within the group and ultimately make the relationships exhausting. 

All the strategies used by the different vampires are likely to be seen in nests 

according to the individual and how the vampire may become manifest within 

him or her. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Advisor Vampire 
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How to lose the Vampire Lifestyle. 
 
Vampires live in The House of Horrors. Without realising it we may be “walking with the 
undead”. This means recognising the things that we do and say that prevent us from 
breaking out of this House of Horrors and living in the “joyful light”.  In order to create 
joy in our lives we need to create a world for ourselves in which joy can thrive. 

 

Trying to keep out pain, but actually keeping it in: 

We think that the walls of the House of Horrors will keep us protected from 

the outside, but instead they retain every imaginable misery within. Here, 

rooms remain the same, year after year, with never the sunlight of joy being 

shone upon them. We revel in picking up and turning in our hands our old 

wounds and hurts. And when we grow tired of this, we immerse ourselves in all 

the sadness and pain the world can offer. 

 

Paradigms—Living in a painful and negative world: 

How do you live your life? Your paradigm (pronounced para-dime) is your 

personal view of the world in which you live; how you see life. We each have 

different ways of perceiving the same events; this depends upon our paradigm. 

And each of us has a unique paradigm, because no one else can see quite what 

we see when we look at life. In what paradigm do you live? What is the world 

like from where you stand? 

The House of Horrors is a way of describing a paradigm of the world that 

many of us share. In other words, do you surround yourself with negativism? If 

so, you are creating a reality for yourself that is uncomfortable and that will 

naturally create negativity in your relationships. Before you can find joy in your 

life you need to be creating a world in which joy can thrive. 

Patch Adams is best known as the red-nosed doctor, brought to fame by Robin 

Williams’s portrayal of him in the film “Patch Adams”. He feels that this dark 

world in which we live in is a function of a competitive patriarchal world. He 

believes that the male-dominated, hierarchical government systems tend to 

create struggles for power and status, at the expense of brother- and sister-

hood, caring and support.  

Feminine principles are more likely to lead to a mutually caring and 

understanding system, but the toppling of society is not likely to be effected 

without a fight, and the male principle still lives on. 

We can change the world by changing ourselves, because it is us who are the 

world, and while we maintain the House of Horrors, it will continue to exist, 

and we within it, although this is not really living. 
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Fig 4.6 Are You Living in the House of Horrors or the Sunshine of Joy? 

Quick Quiz:  
 
If you answer yes to any of the following, then you are noticing symptoms that indicate that 
you may be living in the House of Horrors.  
Read the chapter to rediscover the Joy Paradigm. 

Do you: Yes  No 

1. Follow tragic stories in the paper, such as Murder Trials etc?    

2. Watch Soap Operas on TV?    

3. Make sure you watch the News everyday, usually last thing at night?    

4. Criticise the rich and famous?   

5. Talk about people you do not approve of, and make your opinions  known 
to others? 

  

6. Spend money you do not have, such as on credit cards?    

7. Gossip, spread rumours or make assumptions about people based upon 
what you hear? 

  

8. Like watching films about disaster, murder, rape, evil and supernatural 
thrillers and other misery dramas etc? 

  

9. Notice how messy and dirty your environment is?   

10. Spend most of your life eating food you do not like because you are on a 
diet?  

  

11. Drink alcohol in order to enjoy yourself and/or smoke to get yourself going 
in the mornings? 

  

12. Think that any young people you see in the street are probably up to “no 
good”?  

  

13. Fear that there are many “weird” people out there and prevent your 
children from going out alone, feel suspicious of people who smile and say 
hello, imagine that people are breaking the law or doing nasty things even in 
your own locality. 

  

14. Use sarcasm or shout at the children.   
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The House of Horrors: 

The House of Horrors is typified by behaviours that reinforce stereotypes and 

underline tragedies. It is sad, but also true, that many of us find our common 

ground with others by living within the House of Horrors. We pass the time by 

talking about the latest tragedy in the newspaper, we complain about the state 

of the roads, the health service, the “youth”. We notice the bad things in our 

community, the litter, the graffiti, the vandalism. 

We spend time talking about political issues, because we want to complain 

about the way things are; the law is unfair, politicians are corrupt, none of us 

feel safe. 

We tell each other tales, often urban myths, about the cruelty and evil that one 

person will do unto another; children stolen and sold, murder, mayhem, 

abuse. 

We trade stories with each other on how awful our parents are, how badly we 

were brought up, how screwed up we are by other people. 

Then we relax in front of the television and watch soap operas that are full of 

shouting people, broken marriages, rejected children, violence, swearing, 

misery and aggression. Or put on some sport and shout and jibe at the players 

when they are failing to score, or, when they do, celebrate the success of these 

people who we do not know as though it were our own. 

Perhaps for a change we will watch a fly on the wall documentary, discovering 

how tedious other people’s lives are, and yet becoming embroiled in the 

pseudo stars lives, picking up the tabloids to see whether they have managed to 

sort out their problems, or whether they are now presenting a children’s 

programme on Satellite TV. 

For a treat we may go to the cinema and see the latest blockbuster; disaster, 

end of the world, corruption in government, war, evil, supernatural forces, 

broken relationships, mistrust, murder and death. Loss of life is a part of 

almost every film made in Hollywood, and not just one, but many, anonymous 

faces dying horrible deaths. 

When we read the press or a magazine we are drawn to true-life dramas, the 

film star who has an alcohol problem, the pregnant pop singer who has broken 

up with her boyfriend. 

When we are not talking about the rich and famous, we are talking about the 

people we know, we spread rumour and innuendo, we judge and criticise. We 

go home and find our own lives lacking in sparkle. We feel old and blame this 

upon our partners, we criticise them to their face or behind their backs.  

Perhaps we look for excitement elsewhere, maybe having sex with people we 

don’t know and then feeling cheap and unhappy. To feel better about 
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ourselves we publicise our conquests as though this will increase our self worth, 

whilst it devalues the other person. 

We put the radio on and listen to music that tells us of loss, misery and 

depression, that speaks about addiction and anger. Our friends come round to 

see us and we talk about how men/women are the bane of our life, to complain 

that we have been mistreated and to drown our sorrows. That is when we can 

be bothered to see our friends, because most of the time we do not have the 

energy to get off the sofa. 

To “sooth our nerves” we take out a bottle and pour some alcohol into our 

own glass, it helps us to feel better about the lousy day we had at work, the fact 

that we forgot to visit the school about our children’s problems and to forget 

that we are alone. 

This is the House of Horrors. And that is quite enough of all that! Someone 

open the curtains immediately! 

 

Recognising that we live in the House of Horrors: 

You are presumably reading this book because you want to find new ways of 

being, and not because you want to remind yourself of all those things that are 

a part of the House of Horrors. However, we do need to consider the meaning 

of this in our lives if we are going to make positive changes. 

Perhaps you do not recognise some elements of the House of Horrors, but 

you may recognise many. Consider the questionnaire and see if you are living 

within the House of Horrors. If you are then the first thing you need to do is 

shift this paradigm of life. 

When we realise that we live with pain we can begin to alter this and create a 

new paradigm for ourselves.  

 

How does our paradigm affect our lives? 

When we live within the House of Horrors, we make it our reality. In other 

words, we live with pain constantly and pain becomes our way of being. The 

House of Horrors suffocates us and drains us of our energy. It is easy to 

vampirise someone who is existing within the House of Horrors. They are 

already vulnerable, they are looking for reasons for their suffering, and they are 

happy to latch onto another person for support. When we are in the House of 

Horrors we are Vampires waiting to bite. 

 

Sex, Sexuality and Gender: 

I am not suggesting that men are a certain way and women another. Although 

some writers like to draw clear distinctions between men and women and their 
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respective behaviours, which may resonate with readers to a greater or lesser 

degree, I prefer to work from the basis that an individual has his or her own 

ways of being. This may be somewhat clouded by gender and sex, but not 

necessarily. 

When we consider sex as the defining characteristic, we exclude the many 

millions who do not conform to the limiting role that this imposes. In fact, who 

is to say that any of us truly fit the narrow definitions of maleness or 

femaleness. Gay couples, transsexuals, transvestites are a few of the many ways 

in which gender and sexuality may be expressed. Theoretically, there is much 

more acceptability of differences in sexuality and gender. Reality may not be as 

comforting. 

 

So you think the media does not affect you? Think again! 

Cosmopolitan Magazine did an interesting article to test perceptions of female 

body shape. They took about six different body types, and pictured them in 

the same leotard with the same face stuck on. They then asked people which 

was their most preferred. 

Almost without exception the men and women pointed to the thin, tall model. 

I was surprised that everyone really did find her the most attractive. However, 

at first look, she embodied everything the media has been telling us for years is 

perfection in the female form. But so thin! What shocked me was that you see 

one woman like this in a hundred; so why are we all yearning to be like, or to 

be with a woman that is not representative of women?  

If you love women, then surely it is the womanliness that you love. This is 

represented in as many different ways as there are women on earth. Why do 

we narrow down to one, media created type? This is not a criticism of tall and 

thin women, but only to see this as beautiful is, itself, unnatural. 

I wanted to test the Cosmopolitan findings myself, and so used my husband! 

Which one did he find most attractive? Shock and horror, it was the same one, 

the tall and thin. Considering that I am not tall and I am not thin was a little 

disconcerting. So I asked him to tell me why he chose this one. “Well”, he said 

with a pleased look on his face, “That is the one that looks most like you!” 

Hmm..  “But,” I protested, “She doesn’t look anything like me; notice first the 

height, she six foot, me five foot four. Notice second the fact that I could get 

two of her inside my trousers (presumably one in each leg). Notice third, that 

the body shape two to the right of this one is almost perfectly me (a squarer, 

stocky and shorter body—and I am totally happy with it)!” 

My husband looked from one to the other, from thin and tall to square and 

stocky. “You’re right!” he said with a hint of “eureka!” in his voice. In fact, he 
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went on to say, that when he looked closely, and with new insight, he realised 

that tall and bony was not at all attractive to him.  

So why did he choose it then? Our conclusion—it is not his fault. He is a victim 

of the media. He has been sold an ideal of beauty from TV, film, advertising; 

we are all bombarded night and day. So much so that his brain was connecting 

thin and tall to beauty, so that the image lied to him. It lied that this was what 

he found attractive, and as he finds me attractive, it lied to him that I was this 

woman. 

I am lucky that my husband thinks that I am his ideal mate. But then, perhaps 

many more people would realise that their ideal mate is the one with whom 

they are with right now, and that comparison and competition are media tools 

that are used for one reason only; to sell something. 

 

Manipulating your insecurities: 

The advertising media works by playing on your insecurities. Are you afraid of 

being lonely? Penniless? Ugly? Old? Unloved? Whatever it is, advertising will 

play upon it to wield power over you. 

Advertising is also one of the most creative, entertaining and innovative media 

we have. Enjoy advertising. Learn from it. Make judgements based upon what 

is right for you. Know when you are being vampirised, and let go of perfection. 

Every soul is perfect no matter what packaging it comes in. Because we are 

each unique, we cannot compare one to another. A rose is as beautiful as a 

daisy, although they are different. 

 

Danger and Instincts: 

There are so many situations, these days, where we feel threatened that we 

often avoid venturing out into the world and sharing with others. We attempt 

to protect our children from everything, and treat life as though it has a 

guarantee attached, rather than a warning. 

By assuming everything and everyone is a threat we shut ourselves off from our 

instincts and from our ability to tap into true companionship. We look for evil, 

and so we find it, which is demonstrated in the adage “Where the attention 

goes, the energy flows”. In other words, the things upon which we focus 

become true for us. For example, if we focus upon our debts they become 

greater, but if we focus on our wealth it grows instead. 

How often do people quote Murphy’s Law? That is, “If something can 

possibly go wrong, then it will!” The more we are putting our attention upon 

the things that can fail, the less we keep our eye on what we should be doing to 

be a success. For instance, when driving a car, if you look at the dangers you 
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tend to drive at them: if you stare at the car in front, you can end up driving 

straight into its rear.  

Likewise, trying to tell ourselves not to do something has the opposite effect. 

When we say “I must not do…” or “I will not…” our subconscious removes the 

word “not” and we find ourselves helplessly doing the very thing we want to 

avoid.  

For example, I was cooking an omelette and put the skillet in the oven to finish 

it off. As I removed it with my oven glove I told myself “don’t forget to use the 

oven glove”, over and over again as I proceeded with other tasks around the 

kitchen. When I went back to the pan I put my hand directly on the handle 

without an oven glove on and burnt it.  

We are programmed to see danger in everything. When we read the papers or 

hear the News we are primarily exposed to the negative things taking place: 

disaster, murder and mayhem. This leads us to believe that these are around 

every corner. This suspicion makes us afraid to open up to people and commit 

to companionship and friendship. We end up relying on having our friends 

and lovers “screened” by using dating agencies or small ads, by relying on 

others to introduce us to new people. 

This prevents a free flow of energy and makes us perfect victims of vampires. 

Vampires are extremely clever at appearing to be harmless and having our 

interests at heart. They use the fact that we are afraid to lull us into a false 

security, where they can happily prey upon us. We end up turning to the 

vampire for help, and believing it will be our protector. 

It is essential that we open ourselves up to life by accepting that there is a risk, 

and that this is a part of the ebb and flow of energy that is around us. By doing 

so we activate our instincts, and then we know when we are faced with real 

danger, and not the imagined danger we see in every face. 

We must rely upon our instincts, and act upon them. When we feel a danger, 

we must believe it, and take immediate action. When we do not detect this 

danger we can “go with the flow” trusting ourselves at every step and making 

decisions based strongly upon our intuition. 

When you enter the Sunshine of Joy you do not need to be on the look out for 

vampires. On the one hand, you will notice and handle potential vampirism 

without the need to think consciously about it, and on the other hand you will 

find you stop attracting vampires into your life, as they know they will be 

denied a feed. This may have an affect on your relationships. I have known 

many vampires who have taken a “dislike” to me when I have given them no 

reason whatsoever. On the surface they have remained friendly and charming, 

but have clearly felt disorientated by me, and have told other people that I 
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have never liked them!  

In the two particular cases I recall, the vampires were the husbands of friends 

of mine. The women both noticed the reaction of their husbands and 

mentioned it to me, they described the reason they believed their men were 

wary as being due to my “seeing through them”. In both cases the women were 

badly vampirised by their husbands and both eventually left them.  

There is no reason to feel disappointed about some people not liking you. Do 

you really want to be on friendly terms with a vampire, knowing, as we do, that 

they are interested in one thing only? 

 

Sleepwalking our way through life: 

When we live within the House of Horrors we can be described as in a 

somnambulistic state, in other words, we are sleepwalking. We are not awake 

to reality, to beauty or to faith in human nature. When we are sleepwalking we 

are very easily suggestible. It is like we are in a state of partial hypnosis, when 

we hear a news story, or hear a vampire telling us stories of crimes and 

misdemeanours that are going on under our own noses, we believe them 

implicitly. When we read a story in the press, even though we know the source 

is not wholly reputable, we believe it.  

Rumour becomes true for us, because it is in print, because someone we know 

speaks it. We fail to lend any balanced judgement, we respond. And our 

response is also suggested; in our sleepwalking state we respond with the 

requisite shock, disgust, and plenty of judgement. We are quick to point out 

that only a thoroughly reprehensible person would do such as thing; that in his/

her position, we would never do that, we would be dignified, kind, upstanding 

etc.  

In a somnambulistic state we see only what it is suggested that we see. We hear 

only what it is suggested that we hear. We miss out on the richness of life, the 

many different coloured threads that pull our world together into a whole 

tapestry of experience and vitality. We miss the “unimportant things” because 

in our “suggested” state we are blind and deaf to them. These unimportant 

things are the joys in life, because the House of Horrors is nothing if not self-

perpetuating, and when we begin to realise that good news is more sustaining 

that bad news we may no longer wish to be a part of that dark world. 

So we are sleep walking, and if we are to see the true beauty we need to shake 

ourselves awake. 
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Retreating to the coffin: 

Like Dracula we may think that we are interacting with the world, but our 

journeys outside may be only to feed our pain with more pain. And when we 

become tired and disillusioned we retreat further into our coffin and shut the 

lid.  

Here we lay on the soil of our homeland, in other words, we retreat into an 

illusion of how the world should be, our dreams of an idyllic life, maybe that 

were sown in our childhood. We shut our eyes “knowing” that this is simply a 

flight of fancy, and that when we awaken we will once more be within our dark 

castle.  

When we are in our coffin we are trying to escape from life by setting up an 

illusion, which gives us a short term boost, but from which we will fall deeper 

into pain in the end. Perhaps we go out and “drown our sorrows” with excess 

alcohol, or, when having financial difficulties, spend a load of money on our 

credit card to buy a holiday, not considering how we are to pay it back 

afterwards. In both cases we are escaping only temporarily from the problems 

and we create even greater ones in the end. 

 

Forgiveness as the key: 

To quote “A Course in Miracles”- “Forgiveness offers everything I want: 

“What could you want that forgiveness cannot give? Do you want peace? 

Forgiveness offers it. Do you want happiness, a quiet mind, a certainty of 

purpose, and a sense of worth and beauty that transcend the world? Do you 

want care and safety and the warmth of sure protection always? Do you want a 

quietness that cannot be disturbed, a gentleness that can never be hurt, a deep 

abiding comfort, and a rest so perfect it can never be upset? 

“All this forgiveness offers you and more. It sparkles on your eyes as you 

awake, and gives you joy with which to meet the day. It soothes your forehead 

while you sleep, and rests upon your eyelids so you see no dreams of fear and 

evil, malice and attack. And when you wake again, it offers you another day of 

happiness and peace. All this forgiveness offers you, and more.” 

The moment you stop yourself, whether before you speak, mid sentence, or 

immediately afterwards, notice your behaviour, correct it and explain why you 

are re-enacting the situation, you will realise that you have been able to forgive 

yourself, rather than pretend that you have been a victim and not a vampire. 

Even if another vampire caused your own to rise from the grave, you will still 

feel forgiven by yourself and by your partner. You will find a great sense of 

peace in your communication, and you will not feel under pressure to “get 

things right” all the time. Instead, you find that when you do not “get things 
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right” the situation becomes right, and in a more powerful way than before. 

 

Opening up the House of Horrors: 

In order to get back into the sunshine, we need to become aware of drifting 

into the House of Horrors, so that we can prevent ourselves from living the 

Vampire’s Lifestyle. 

When we forgive, and when this is genuine and from the heart, we 

immediately replenish ourselves with energy and the result is synergy for both 

partners (in other words, both get more out than they put in) and both partners 

feel renewed and refreshed. 

See the steps in fig. 4.8. This process teaches our communication partner how 

to forgive, and at the same time we learn how to forgive him or her, and 

ourselves. 

 

I am never upset for the reason I think: 

When we try to forgive we can sometimes find it difficult because we are not 

upset for the reasons we think. Does this surprise you? 

Well try testing this idea. Firstly accept that it is true, and then, every time you 

are upset say to yourself, “I am not upset for the reason I think”.  You may 

then find that thoughts and ideas drift up from you subconscious and enlighten 

you with greater wisdom, although I cannot say whether you will reach any firm 

conclusions. 

How do we know that we are never upset for the reasons we think? Well, think 

about a time when your partner or a close friend asked for forgiveness and you 

found it difficult to grant. Why was it so difficult to say, “I forgive”?  

Perhaps you found that you manipulated further and further as your partner 

tried to ask for forgiveness, as you were never satisfied that he or she was 

sufficiently sorry.  

If you were really upset for the reasons you thought you would have accepted 

that apology immediately. When the apology sticks in our throats, it is because 

it is not curing, and that is because we are placing the “cure” on the outside of 

us, expecting someone else to have the answer.  

Vampires feed off resentment and when an old wound is opened by accident 

or deliberately by another, the vampire within us can want to take control. If 

we accept that we are not upset for the reason we think we are then we will be 

allowing the true feelings to surface and we can also accept the role the inner 

vampire is playing in manipulating our loved ones and us. 
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Fig 4.7i Are You Living in the House of Horrors or the Sunshine of Joy? 
Answers:  

Note the question numbers you ticked and then read the information below that may explain 
why your answers suggest that you may be living in the House of Horrors. 

Note the numbers you ticked and then read the notes below: Yes  

1. Newspapers: 
We can become over involved in the negative things in life. The News rarely tells us 
anything happy to celebrate; by watching the bad and the sad we may begin to 
believe that life is really like that. But it is only like that rarely and for a very few 
people. It is all about balance. How much news can you usefully process?  
I think many of us believe we have a duty to share the suffering of another, and that 
by doing so we subconsciously prevent the same tragedy from happening to us. Of 
course, this is not true. Our life will take its own path, and although we can influence it 
as much as possible, the final result is indeterminable. 

 

2. Soap Operas: 
Soaps are often (though not invariably) based upon tragedy. Is our soap a happy tale 
or is it a miserable mixture of deception, crime, broken relationships and unhappy 
lives?  
The world of the soap is usually firmly based upon the House of Horrors. It is easier to 
be entertaining by inventing more and more bizarre and tear-jerking storylines than it 
is to maintain public interest with a story of happy people who do happy things every 
day of their lives. Sad but true.  
People will switch channels if the story is dull, but people will continue to watch tales 
of woe no matter how tedious the story line. And they are tedious, a soap promises a 
big showdown and yet you have to wait weeks and weeks while they stretch out the 
story to keep you hanging on, and on and on.   
If all this sounds a lot like vampirism then you are right! Notice the way you feel after 
the soap. Do you talk about it to friends and colleagues? Does it almost seem real to 
you? Do you talk about the actors by their characters’ names?  Are you being drawn 
into this world of misery? Resist! Happiness can be interesting, and it is laziness on 
the part of scriptwriters to create nothing but shock and misery. Fight the vampire by 
ignoring him. The angel is waiting patiently for you begin to show an interest! 

 

3. News: 
See 1. Above. Watching the News last thing at night is not good for peace of mind at 
bedtime.  
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Fig 4.7ii  

4. Criticism of the Rich and Famous 
The House of Horrors encourages criticism. This is because we focus on the “outside” 
and not on the “inside” of ourselves. We are busy looking at what other people are 
doing, and how we could be so much better than they. Take for instance a film star 
who has cosmetic surgery. We all sit around with an opinion about it, saying what we 
would do in his/her place.  
The truth is, we do not know what we would do in his/her place, and it is pointless to 
speculate. Perhaps we are a little envious about the money he or she has, and we 
want to imagine how we could spend it better. The House of Horrors is a  place where 
we never have enough, and so when we see others who have enough we do not 
believe that they deserve it; we are jealous or critical. In the Sunshine of Joy we say 
“Good for you” and “That’s something I would like too—well done you!” In the 
Sunshine of Joy there is enough for all of us. 

 

5. Criticism of Others 
See 4. Above. Why focus on them? Are we deflecting our attention from ourselves? 
We do not need to compare ourselves to others in order to feel good. The expression 
“Physician heal thyself” comes to mind. In other words, before “curing” everyone else, 
put your own life properly in order! It is commonplace when you read a book that has 
some useful insights on life, to want to share it with others. This is wonderful, but 
please remember, before you put them to rights, sort yourself out! 

 

6. Money: 
Borrowing and borrowing is storing up problems to gripe about later—spending money 
does not make you feel better– it is a temporary high, and as such it cannot be 
classified as a true lifter. Just like drinking and drugs. Happiness is not commercialism, 
the best things in life are free. When you feel the impulse for some retail therapy 
remember that you are sinking into the House of Horrors. You are putting yourself  at 
the mercy of events that will set you up for a calamitous fall. Kick the habit!  
When I have had my times of deepest financial gloom, and I have telephoned my 
parents to gripe, I realise quite quickly that, actually it  is not such as big deal. It feels 
like it at the time, but, if you face it, it no longer has the power to control and drain you.  
Like the vampire, financial stresses like to lurk in the shadows. As soon as they are in 
the open their power to terrorise is neutralised. Even when I have been penniless with 
many wolves baying for blood at my door, and I have felt that there was no where left 
to turn, a number of truths hit me. Firstly, I would survive it. Secondly, bricks and 
mortar are not life and limb, and we attach too much meaning to them. Thirdly, my 
happiness is a function of my state of mind, not my state of wealth. Fourthly, my state 
of wealth is a result of my state of mind.   
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Fig 4.7iii  

7. Gossip and Rumour 
Gossip is just a way of spreading insecurity and enjoying others’ misfortune. Rumour 
mongering is tantamount to telling lies—ignorance of the truth is no excuse for flouting 
it.  We have the power to alter reality and make rumour become truth.  
Gossips are also blind. They think  no one knows what they are saying behind their 
hands, but the subject of the gossip is only too well aware; but what shall they do? 
Should they point out that they know about the rumours and deny them? That would 
strengthen the Gossips case! Or ignore them. That gives the Gossips carte blanche to 
continue.  
Gossips may think it is harmless but in fact they are causing hurt and suffering, 
undermining relationships and destroying lives.  
In the House of Horrors we enjoy misery, particularly for others; in the Sunshine of Joy 
we do not have time for it, because we are having too much fun. Gossiping thrives on 
misery and is vampirism. 
Spending time with others in the Sunshine of Joy is to be truly intimate; in other words, 
to find out about the real person within. Then we can see the shining light, the angel, 
that is within. Rumour, gossip and innuendo deal with falsely constructed views of 
others. Let’s get into intimacy and relate to them. We are all worthy of that. 

 

8. Films: 
How many films do you see in which someone dies? How many people die? More 
than one? More than ten? Maybe more than one hundred? The affects of TV violence 
have been studied and it is shocking to notice how much of our viewing has some 
allusion to violence.  
Various studies have shown that children are more likely to behave violently after they 
have seen violence on the TV, that even violence committed for “good” reasons is 
likely to make them more hostile. TV Violence also provides children with new and 
original ways of being aggressive. 
How does this affect adults? Well we think that we are unaffected, as we are able to 
process the information from film and TV in a mature and adult manner. We “know” 
that we are unaffected because we notice that we do not immediately commit an act of 
violence following a violent show on TV or film. However, perhaps we do change our 
way of behaving slightly. Perhaps we are more likely to raise our voices, to be short 
tempered, to have an aggressive outburst, such as shouting or rudeness. Perhaps we 
feel a little less positive, a little more downcast.  
I believe that this is true, as I believe TV and film violence are draining forces. They 
vampirise us. Whereas, uplifting film and TV tends to fill us with the energy of joy and 
satisfaction. 
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Fig 4.7iv  

9. Environment: 
Actually the world is full of beauty. Try noticing it. It is true that there are many sad 
sights; landfills, power stations, litter etc. But when we lift our heads to the heavens we 
see more than this, we can see the sun rise and set casting glorious yellows, reds, 
oranges and purples into the sky.  
 We see the birds swooping and calling, the chatter of starlings, the chirruping of robins 
in the garden, the heart-breaking song of the thrush. We can see the watery haze that 
makes our English landscape so breathtakingly beautiful, and notice the vivid 
brightness that makes a New York sky so wholesome and engaging. We begin to see 
the trees, the bark, the lichen. We hear sounds we have never heard before (but they 
were always calling to us), the owl hooting, the fox barking, the outrageous noise of a 
gang of badgers. We can hear the distant cries and yells of delight from children at a 
nearby school. We can feel the sun, as it breaks through a cloud warming our 
shoulders. For every sight that saddens, there are a million to thrill. Allow the cold 
vampire heart to be warmed by nature in all its many glorious forms. 

 

10. Dieting: 
The House of Horrors says health is no fun. The Sunshine of Joy says—have fun, and 
you will be healthy! We spend so much time looking at ourselves critically, we fail to 
see the real person behind the mask. The vampire in us is at work when we hear all 
that self criticism. The vampire in the media is at work when we see picture of 
unnaturally thin models and think that this is the standard against which we must set 
ourselves. In the House of Horrors we are struggling against our natures. In the 
Sunshine of Joy we are in love with who we are. We recognise that it is our 
uniqueness that makes us important and special.  

 

11. Drinking/Smoking/Drugs 
Are drinking alcohol, smoking and/or taking drugs really part of the House of Horrors? 
Narcotics in any form can vampirise you. The narcotic itself is inert, but the 
circumstances around it make it dangerous. Most things are relatively safe in 
moderation. Anything and everything can be dangerous when in excess, or when you 
rely upon it. When you consume alcohol or drugs to alter your perceptions then it is a 
danger to you regardless of how much or how little you take. 
In the Sunshine of Joy we may enjoy a good glass of wine, or an occasional cigarette 
because we like the flavour. However, when we say we drink/smoke to relax/get going/
concentrate/enjoy ourselves etc we are in the House of Horrors; the narcotic has 
vampirised us, it is influencing us. We need to withdraw from its power now. 
Get drunk on the beauty you see in the face of everyone who passes you in the street. 
Try smiling. See what response you get—remember that many people are still in the 
House of Horrors, they will see smiling as odd— “What have you got to be so pleased 
with yourself about?” However, you will also notice that most people will smile back. 
Remember, a smile is free to give, and yet priceless to receive. 
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Fig 4.7v  

12. Young People: 
Most people are honest and good.  Young people are no exception. If you are 
prejudiced against them, you will attract ignorant and unkind people to you whether 
young or old. 
How do adults become honest and good? They start off as honest and good young 
people. If youngsters are angry about the state of the world, then who can blame 
them? We made it, not them! And yet, look at the good that is done by the young 
everyday. They make our tomorrow, and we need to invest faith and trust in them, 
because children come into the world believing in Tellytubby land.  Let’s not force them 
into The House of Horrors, let’s join them in Joy. 

 

13. Fear of People: 
Are things really worse today? I think we are more aware of the terrible things that can 
sometimes happen; we are informed about deaths and disasters, murders and abuse. 
What possible outcome can there be from this? We obsess about them. We become 
more interested and more concerned. We begin to create our world around these 
ideas. We make them a part of our reality. 
If we are to make a new and joyful world we cannot do so by concentrating upon 
negative thoughts. Our thoughts become our reality, so we need to start thinking 
positive thoughts now. 
Your first reaction to this maybe “what about the risk?” My answer is, don’t take 
unnecessary risks, but at the same time, why do you prefer to assume that everyone is 
a threat? Use intuition. If you intuit something is not quite right, go with your feeling 
immediately. By the same token,  learn to be more trusting. If we look for danger we 
will find it. 
Refer back to the section on TV and Film for more information. 

 

14. Sarcasm, shouting and other aggressive behaviour 
Sarcasm and shouting are aggression. Why are you shouting? Are you blaming your 
own tension upon the children? When we feel stressed by day-to-day living we have 
two options, to allow our children to pour the joy of their uncluttered lives upon us, or to 
shout at them. The former is surely more rewarding, and yet we so often infect their 
lives with our worldliness—”I am too busy” I just want to have a quiet drink” “Run along 
and play, would you?” 
 Why are we sarcastic? It is a useful way of making a point aggressively under the 
guise of humour. It has been said that sarcasm is the lowest form of wit. Therefore, 
remember that to build and strengthen relationships with partners, children, colleagues 
or our boss we need to stop using sarcasm now. 
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How to keep the vampire at bay. 
 
We may be responsible for calling to the vampire to rise from the grave, but we must 
never invite it over the threshold of our home 
 

Our responsibility to the vampire in others: 

If we are being vampirised then we need to recognise our responsibility to this 

process. We have put ourselves in danger; we have made ourselves a target. 

Perhaps we have “invited the vampire in”. For example, by providing a ready 

listening ear, or responding to manipulation we may encourage someone to 

vampirise us. 

 

Steps Fig 4.8  Curing Your Communications of Vampirism 

1 Awareness: 
Ask yourself “Has my  inner 
vampire risen from the 
grave?” 

Whenever you feel the vampire is at large in your 
relationships, look within first.  
Even if you feel the vampire is on the outside it will 
still indicate that your inner vampire is likely to have 
risen from the grave. 

2 Assess your behaviours: Before you can change yourself you need to know 
what you must change.  Spot your vampiric attitudes, 
expressions and behaviours as soon as you have 
displayed them. 

3 STOP and Apologise: Immediately stop the vampiric behaviours and 
apologise for them. 

4 Re-enact: Restate the communication without the vampiric 
aspects. Although you  have alerted your 
communication partner to your vampirism, by re-
enacting you retain control over yourself, rather than 
allowing the inner vampire to continue to have power 
over you. 

5 Change: By a slow process of change, you will find that you 
will automatically use vampiric behaviours less and 
less. 

6 Forgiveness: When you re-enact you will enable your 
communication partner to forgive your momentary 
vampirism, because it is easy to do so before it has 
created energy loss. Forgiveness is one of the 
greatest antidotes to Vampirism.  
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How can you protect yourself? 

Vampires are not intentionally evil or cruel, a vampire is almost helpless in its use of 

manipulative means for achieving its aims. Remember a vampire is also a victim. 

However, we must still avoid becoming a victim, as this will lead us to becoming a 

vampire ourselves. Ultimately you cannot cure a vampire, a vampire needs to 

recognise itself in order to cure itself. However, you can protect yourself from 

predation. 

While we are trying to protect ourselves from vampires, we may be unwittingly 

activating the vampire in others. This is very easily done, especially in loving 

relationships, so often, when we feel vampirised, we have no one to blame but 

ourselves. 

However, you are safe within your own “home”. Once you invite the vampire into 

your house, however, you are disempowered. Then, the vampire can rule over your 

domain.  

 

Faith and The Cross:: 

Vampires can be warded off with The Cross, as this represents your faith. In the case 

of energy vampires this is not a religious faith, but your keeping faith with yourself, 

and not being led into the vampires’ den by their manipulations.  

Remain true to yourself at all costs, do not doubt what you see and hear. Hold your 

vision of what you believe and keep your intent pure. Believe in yourself and do not 

be side tracked by the vampire’s machinations; do not allow the vampire to blind 

you to your brilliance, or to blast you into believing in your incompetence, to throw 

you off course and lead you “up the garden path”. 

 

Don’t let it in! 

We have to invite a vampire in, in order to become its victim. By being aware 

of a vampire we can avoid offering our throat to it. Once we have refused a 

vampire entry it cannot feed. This can frustrate it, and it may change 

behaviours and try new ways to lure you, but if you stand fast you will be safe.  

You have to buy into the idea that it has power over you for it to succeed. 

When you realise that it does not have a hold unless you let it, you resume the 

power over yourself. Trust your instincts but do not forget to keep checking in 

with your consciousness.  In this way, by simply becoming aware of vampirism, 

we automatically curtail it.  

 

Ignore the Nonsense: 

One way to avoid “letting the vampire in” is to use this simple strategy of 

“ignoring the nonsense”. This means that we focus only on the message and 
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not on the fluff or “violence” that goes with it. Consider when a person chooses 

to use their Intimidating Vampire to make a point. At work it may walk into 

your office waving a piece of paper (paper waving is a favourite tactic of 

Intimidating Vampires), shouting about mistakes that have been made. In this 

situation you should ignore everything that does not relate directly to the 

issue—so the shouting, waving, stomping, fist shaking - ignore it all.  

Then listen. What is the real message? Respond to this and this alone. Ignore 

the rest (the nonsense as we call it, because it is all nonsense, and you do not 

need to buy into it). Answer the sensible points that are made, calmly, as 

though the anger and wild behaviour of the Intimidating Vampire had not 

occurred at all. You will find that most people who use their Intimidating 

Vampires in this way will run out of steam and quickly change tactics if this 

bullying does not work. 

 

True Life Tales from the Crypt—Elizabeth: 

Elizabeth realised that she had been the victim of a client who was 

a vampire. She decided “not to let it cross the threshold” and so 

when he next phoned her she kept this intent in mind. Quickly she realised 

that the vampire was behaving oddly, it even called her “dear” which was totally 

uncharacteristic. Afterwards Elizabeth felt really good, and not the usual energy 

depletion. She realised that the vampire was unable to “get its teeth in”, so it 

changed tactic. As she had kept her vision clear in her mind, this did not work 

either! 

 

Summary: 

When we are vampirised we may become vampires ourselves to replenish our 

lost energy. 

We remain in the realms of the vampires by living in a House of Horrors 

where all our energy goes into miserable lifestyle choices. 

We can keep vampires at bay by shining the light of our awareness upon our 

relationships. 

 

Summary of Tips: 

Alter your habits, so that you focus on joyful living and not the House of 

Horrors. 

Look for the good in everything and practice forgiving others and yourself. 

Refuse to allow the vampire to “cross the threshold” through awareness. 
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Chapter 5 

How to feel loved 
 

Discover: 
Why your Life’s Purpose may be “To be yourself”. 

Life does not have to be a huge effort of will. 
How to feel loved by connecting with everything. 

 

Your Life’s Purpose may be “To be yourself”: 
 
When we look to the outside of ourselves we begin to compare; whether people have 
achieved more or less than us according to our age, sex or situation, for example. From 
this we decide how we have failed or succeeded. However, when we look within we may 
realise that our lives are a journey of self-discovery and that simply learning to be 
oneself is the ultimate outcome. 

 

What is growth? 

Growing from a child into an adult is about discovering what is within. Many of 

us believe that we need to change on the inside, that we are not good enough 

as we are, that we must alter the way we think, act, react and behave. That, in 

fact, we are not acceptable as we are, that we need to change to become “good” 

or even “perfect”. 

 

Belief in perfection: 

Do we believe in perfection? Those who claim, “nobody is perfect”, are buying 

into the idea of perfection. This simple statement demonstrates how the 

individual’s perception is that perfection is judged by what we see on the 

“outside”. In other words, the way we behave, what we achieve, what we say 

and how others view us.  

Perfection becomes a measure or a comparison between one person and 

another. We consider the quality of our work, or relationships to be a measure 

of perfection in ourselves. When something is not as we fantasise it should be, 

we call this failure or imperfection. When a partner or friends or colleagues 

behave in a way that does not conform to our fantasy of “how things should 

be” we judge them as imperfect, and may seek to “improve” them. 
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If you find yourself saying “nobody’s perfect”, then perhaps you need to 

challenge this thought and consider the notion that we are all perfect. We are 

all unique, and therefore comparison is irrelevant. 

 

Comparisons: 

To look at one flower and criticise it for having a different colour, shape or 

fragrance to another seems ridiculous. And yet we continually make 

comparisons between this one and that one, him and her, ourselves and 

others. These comparisons undermine the truth at our centre; that as unique 

individuals we can release the need to compare to others, and simply discover 

and rejoice in being ourselves. 

By externalising perfection we create an impossible model to fulfil. In other 

words, when we try to live up to idealised expectations we find we will almost 

always fail (they are idealised, not real). To paraphrase the Zen Master on 

hearing two initiates arguing, “You are right, and you are also right”.  

To reject that we are perfection within ourselves is to fail to trust ourselves to 

achieve our potential. It means we are continually judging and rating ourselves 

against a yardstick that can only measure what is unachievable. 

 

Letting go of “trying”: 

All the while that we hold onto the view that perfection can be measured, we 

are perpetually “trying to succeed”. The problem with trying is that it implies 

failure. If I try to be perfect it has an integral “get out clause” - trying is all you 

will do; achieving does not go with this.  

When we say, “I will try to succeed” we are automatically suggesting failure to 

ourselves. The message implicit is “I will go so far towards success, but am 

more confident in my failing to make the grain than in my ability to wholly 

succeed.” 

 

The promise to try: 

When promising to try we are expecting that we will not succeed. A good 

example would be to reply to the request “please complete this task by the end 

of the day on Friday,” with “I will try”.  This answer means “I will not”; the 

possible alternative is to say, “I will succeed”, or “ I can not complete the task 

by then, but I can complete it by …” 

Once we commit ourselves to trying, rather than achieving, we have already 

accepted that we may fail, and therefore failure becomes our only reality. We 

have no faith in success. Becoming angelic requires that you release the need 

to try and accept and trust the ability to succeed in being perfect. 
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What is perfection in humans? 

When a baby is born we look on in awe and wonder and its beauty and 

perfection. What happens to change this perfect being into a doubting “trying 

but failing adult?”  

Every single human being is totally unique. No two are identical, even twins 

who look similar, have different DNA, different characters. Therefore, we all 

bring with us our uniqueness.  Who is to say what aspect of that should be 

judged to be good, or better, or worse than another? 

 

What is our life’s purpose? 

The answer is simple, and yet challenging. Consider the notion that we are 

born into the world to be ourselves. 

If this is true then our efforts to change ourselves in order to become perfect 

are wasted and ultimately doomed. If this is true then we need to find who we 

are and become happy and harmonised in being that person. 

We need to trust ourselves and the process of life, and in doing so we can 

achieve our “perfection”.    

Imagine what life would be like if we did not have to change, but instead had 

only to allow ourselves to unfold. Our purpose will become apparent to us 

when we let go of the need to “discover it” - we allow the inner self to grow and 

reveal itself to us.  

This requires shifting our focus to the authentic person within, and taking the 

spotlight off everything that is around and external to ourselves. 

 

How should we judge good and evil? 

When we are true to our authentic selves we are able to fully connect with the 

universe around us, without the need for comparison and competition. When 

we can value ourselves as part of this whole, we realise that to damage one is to 

damage the whole.  

To attack an individual is like one cell of the body attacking another. Unless 

the system as a whole can overcome it, it will cause the demise of the body.  

Therefore to judge and condemn others misses the point. We need to be 

looking at the truth within ourselves if we are to find it elsewhere. The Native 

American approach is an attempt to bring about a return to harmony, so that 

the most compelling action is the one that brings the whole community back to 

that sense of unity. 

In judging others we are being egocentric, concerning ourselves with our own 

agenda, and not on the greater needs of the community as a whole. This is true 
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within our relationships. That to judge a partner, for example, is to focus on 

the outside of ourselves, which implies that we are denying the inner self. 

Before we begin to judge others we need to look within. Whenever we are 

presented with a situation in which we naturally desire to judge and condemn, 

we need to consider how this situation challenges our self perception, what is it 

about this situation that makes us  feel compelled to judge? The answer can 

only be found within, as the subconscious or the Higher Self holds all the 

answers to our questions.   

 

What is potential? 

Potential is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as “Capable of coming 

into being or action, usable resources, ability to do work by virtue of position, 

possibility or promise of development.” The word itself is often used in 

relation to energy, such as with electrical impulses. The “Action Potential” 

within a brain cell is the ability to create an “electrical” impulse, which is the 

transmission of information and thinking. 

When we consider our personal potential we may consider it to be our belief 

about our ability – our feeling that we may be capable of more. We may see 

potential as our ability to learn, an opportunity for us to improve, our future 

options. 

Words that may help to encapsulate potential could include: likely, able, 

possible, capable, dormant, latent, implied, inherent, possibility. Potential is 

what we don’t know we can do - not what we know we can do! 

In my role as training consultant I have defined the potential of an individual 

as the ability to understand that he or she has greater qualities within that can 
be drawn into the world.  Therefore, potential can be seen as an inner quest. 

Fulfilment of potential involves these inner hidden qualities becoming available 

and a part of that individual’s manner of interacting with his or her world. 

Potential is a state of mind. In other words, it is an untapped reserve within an 

individual, and it only exists when we recognize that it may be there. If we do 

not accept or understand that our perception is the limiting factor we are 

locked in a paradox, whereby we will only see potential when we believe it has 

already been fulfilled. 

 

Potential as latent energy: 

I see potential as closely linked to energy, and I describe it as latent energy; 

that is, energy that is available if we know how to tap into it. We all have 

potential and therefore latent energy. This latent energy is available but 

currently unused, perhaps the individual does not know that he or she has the 
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inner capability to develop. 

Energy Vampirism and Potential: 

Vampirism destroys our ability to recognise and tap into our latent energy or 

potential. When we lose sight of our own potential, when we do not recognise 

our inner abilities and fail to take on the inner quest, it is often because we 

have been sapped by a vampire.  

This is never more obvious than at work. If you have a particularly dissatisfying 

job, you are very likely to be under the influence of a vampire. Those people 

who find their job a miserable and stressful aspect of their lives are probably 

suffering from an energy block, and this can be caused by the inability to tap 

into the latent energy of their potential. The end result is often Burn Out. 

 

Life does not have to be a huge effort of will. 
 

Sometimes “working at relationships” does not feel worth the effort. The struggle of 
managing other people in our lives can be demoralising and de-energising. When we 
realise that this outer struggle is actually an inner struggle, and that we are fighting 
ourselves, then we can discover that relationships can be easy.   

 

Hanging onto life by the fingertips: 

For many people life feels like a tremendous effort of will. As though we are 

climbing a mountain and just managing to hold on. The more tightly we grasp 

the rock face, the more insecure we feel. Sometimes we are holding on only by 

our fingertips, at other times we feel we have a foothold or two.  

The weight we carry can be unbearably heavy, we may be carrying others as 

well as ourselves. It takes very little to dislodge us and then we are back to 

hanging from the mountain, waiting for the moment when we can hold on no 

more. 

Attaching ourselves to anything or anyone means we are focusing our effort 

and will on external factors. By doing this we are denying that we can support 

ourselves.  When life is hard work it demonstrates this: we are putting all our 

energy into maintaining an illusion, the illusion that we are in control of 

external events and people. 

Control is one of the most elusive and yet desperately sought states of being. 

The more we attempt to control, the less we are able to achieve it. It is as 

though we are gripping a handful of sand, the more tightly we grasp the less we 

can hold onto it.  Never was this more true than in relationships. The more we 

try to control our relationships the less we are able to do so, and the more 

dissatisfying they become. 
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Angelic Voices—Martin: 

Martin had to give presentations as a regular part of his job, and yet 

he found the prospect terrifying. He spent the night before the presentation 

rehearsing and learning his “lines”, and read and re-read his copious notes. 

When he came to carry out the presentation he was always disappointed with 

the results, he came across as boring at best and muddled and lacking in 

knowledge at worst. He felt he compared poorly to his colleagues. 

Martin sought the help of a coach, Mary, who he expected would give him tips 

on how to speak and his body language etc. In fact the coach did none of this. 

She asked Martin to run through the essentials of the presentation he was 

going to make to her informally, in particular, she wanted Martin to get across 

what he really wanted the audience to feel and what he wanted them to do. 

Martin gave an impassioned talk, without the use of any notes, he alluded to 

some figures, but only gave rough estimates, because the message was the 

important part. Mary sat back and told Martin that he did not need any more 

help! Martin was amazed and a little cross. He complained that Mary had 

really not “done anything at all, and that he was not sure about paying her fee”! 

Mary smiled and told Martin that if he was clear on his intent and held the 

vision (knowing what he wanted to achieve) then all he would need to do was 

trust himself and work from the heart, from his passion.  It suddenly dawned 

on Martin that he had actually made a presentation to Mary without any notes 

or visual aids. It also occurred to him that he had just made an exceptional and 

convincing presentation.  

“Now,” said Mary, “All you have to do is trust yourself and you can do the 

same thing every time!”. Martin paid Mary and has recommended her to many 

of his colleagues, so that they can brush up on their skills! 

 

Emotional Hypothermia: 

The problem of a vampiric exchange of energy is that it is not nourishing. In 

order to feel good we need a constant inward flow of energy. As soon as the 

flow stops we feel insecure and vulnerable, we fear that we are not cared for, 

that our power over others has diminished. We do not feel loved, and that 

creates a vacuum within us.  

This process is like the warm air of a weather system rising. Imagine the warm 

feeling of being loved by someone, and then imagine how it can dissipate 

quickly when they are no longer around to constantly validate us. When we 

need validation from another, we are exercising the vampire. The coldness of 

the vampire creeps in as the warmth of the feeling of love rises out of us.  
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We feel empty inside and need to replenish ourselves, but the coldness numbs 

us to real feelings, rather than authentic feelings, we are confused by this 

emotional hypothermia, we see only what is outside ourselves. We see love as 

existing outside. External love is seen as a means of becoming warm and 

whole, and yet it also feels unobtainable. At these moments we can feel 

desperate. Where is the love? Why am I so unlovable? Why do I feel like 

this? These thoughts rush around our heads, and we greedily look for a quick 

fix; “Who can make me feel better?”.  

Once we have fed off another again, the process repeats, the feeling will always 

subside because it is not sustainable. Once the energy is used, it must be 

replaced, and the vampire within us seeks to replace it by the best means it 

knows, by feeding off someone else. 

 

Feelings of Desperation: 

Many of us go through feelings of desperation at some point in our lives. 

These feelings are extreme versions of the emotional hypothermia we can 

experience and they need to be understood in order to prevent them from 

becoming life threatening. 

Sadly, there are times when people feel they cannot continue to live without 

this “external” love. Others may become deeply depressed by the anxiety that 

is created when they doubt that they may be able to feel loved again. 

When this happens in our lives, we need to remember that it is only the effect 

of having a supply of love cut off, either temporarily or permanently, but this 

does not mean that we cannot find the feeling of being loved again. 

For some, rediscovering love can be a slow process, but this is not always the 

Fig 5.1 I am a Rock: 
In the song by Simon and Garfunkel “I am a Rock”, the lyrics describe an individual who is 
determined to cut himself off from the pain of relationships.  
The song sounds strong and brazen. “I have no need for friendship, friendship causes pain”. 
“Don’t talk of love, Well I’ve heard the word before, its sleeping in my memory, I won’t 
disturb the slumber of feelings that have died, If I never loved I never would have cried.” 
However, the last lines are: 
“And a rock feels no pain, And an island never cries.” 
The song demonstrates that we can try to cut ourselves off from pain but end up being cut 
off from ourselves, and from the flow of love that is infinite in the universe. We prevent 
ourselves from being able to feel love. 
The more we try to separate ourselves from the possibility of hurt the less we are open to 
the possibility of love. At this point we become more dependent than ever on vampiristic 
energy. 
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case, and the most important energiser that we can draw upon is hope.  

The numb and empty feeling that can create emotional hypothermia may be 

caused when we lose a loved one, such as on death or the end of a 

relationship. However, other events can cause similar feelings, such as loss of a 

job, a friendship ending, being separated from people that are important to us. 

The more able we are to connect to the universal energy flow, the better we 

can cope with the ebb and flow of our lives; we feel loved when we connect 

with everything, 

 

Angelic Voices—Ralph (Overcoming Emotional Hypothermia): 

I was alone in my hotel room, having been away from home for 

only a week, when I suddenly felt a terrible feeling in the pit of my 

stomach, almost like I had been punched, and at the same time a 

diabolical sense of loneliness and despair crept over me.   

I wanted to cry, but no tears came. I stood for an hour looking out of the 

window at the car park. I felt numb, and at that moment I even contemplated 

ending it all. This was extraordinary and out of character for me. I could not 

understand where the feelings had come from. 

I spoke to my wife later that day and felt a little better, but I was pleased that I 

would be going home soon.   

Once I had realised I was suffering from emotional hypothermia I knew what 

steps to take. First of all, I knew I had to warm up, so I took this literally and 

had a warm bath, then wrapped up in some comfortable clothes and had a cup 

Fig 5.2 Recognising Emotional Hypothermia and Energy Self Regulation: 

Emotional Hypothermia: Maintaining Energy Self Regulation: 

Feeling cold, emotions numbed. Open to feelings, even those that cause pain: 
grief, sadness, anger, fear etc. 

Vulnerability. Knowing that security is found within. 

Fear—do not understand why one feels like 
this. 

Awareness of one’s feelings, realisation that 
any fear may be due to hypothermia and that 
this is within one’s control. 

Feeling out of control. Able to take proactive steps. 

Desperation—feeling alone. Ability to connect to the universe (or God 
depending upon your beliefs). Able to enjoy 
one’s own company in the empty moments. 
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of tea. Then I made a list of all the wonderful things that I had in my life, 

strangely I shed a couple of tears, but felt better, remembering how much I 

love my family.  

I realised that the work I was doing was not satisfying me, but that I did not 

have to allow it to drain my energy. I spent some time thinking about how I 

could value myself. This created an immediate change in my mood, and I 

became able to enjoy the moments of peace I had with myself. 

 

Energy Self Regulation: 

The ideal state is one where we are energy “self regulating” this means “staying 

the same ”. It is usually used to refer to animals that are able to regulate their 

internal functions such as their own temperature, in other words they are able 

to maintain a constant internal temperature. We call these kinds of animals 

warm blooded. 

Self-Regulating responses are demonstrated by mammals, including humans, 

which have a consistent body temperature, and use internal means to regulate 

this. For example, when we are cold we shiver to warm ourselves, we go white 

because our blood is redirected into the body to prevent loss of heat through 

the skin, and we have a layer of subcutaneous fat to provide insulation. 

When we are warm we cool down by sweating, we go red because the blood 

comes closer to the surface of our skin in order to lose heat more quickly etc. 

Energy Self Regulation is similar. It is the means by which we can retain a 

regularised energy flow, so that we do not end up with a vacuum. Instead, we 

ensure that we lose any excess heat and yet retain enough to keep us 

emotionally warm and snug. 

 

Overcoming Emotional Hypothermia: 

Emotional hypothermia, a feeling of desperation, can set in very quickly, as can 

be seen in the Case Study “Ralph”. In order to overcome emotional 

hypothermia we need to discover how to awaken the inner angel, and this is 

covered in greater detail in Part 2.  

However, here are some quick fixes: 

Make sure you feel physically warm and take any measures that will make you 

feel cosy, these may be to have a warm bath, to wrap up in comfortable 

clothes, to have a cup or tea. 

Avoid drinking alcohol—imagine the effects on hypothermia, if you drink 

alcohol you may immediately warm up, but you will lose heat again very 

quickly. Similarly, with emotional hypothermia the effects of alcohol may be to 

feel better immediately, but to feel much worse when it has worn off. 
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Get into daylight—this can be literal, by taking a walk outside, or metaphorical, 

by shining light on your thoughts and activating awareness of what is 

happening. By noticing that you are simply suffering from emotional 

hypothermia you can quickly arrest the process by understanding that it is not 

an authentic feeling, but a reaction to the events around you. 

Count your blessings and make a list of the things that support you in life. 

Think about all the aspects of yourself that you love or like.  

Douse yourself with “Holy Water” in order to maintain “pure thoughts”. In 

other words, do not criticise yourself, or anyone else, at all. If you find criticism 

creeping in, banish it. Focus on good and supportive thoughts only. 

Get into some authentic feelings. This will usually happen when you have 

carried out the above. In other words, allow yourself to feel the real feelings 

you have about the situation. The difficulty is that you may not be able to 

rationalise them, or relate them to the situation. This often happens when 

people feel like crying “for no reason”. When we try to bring “reason” into the 

emotion we are cutting ourselves off from authentic feeling and are creating an 

unreal stunted emotional outburst. Frequently, but not always, this is 

demonstrated by anger. 

 

 

 

Why is control over another dissatisfying?  

Fig 5.3 Emotional Holy Hot Water Bottles 

Cold thoughts are those that  
relate to vampiristic behaviours: 

Warm thoughts activate the  
angels inside: 

Self criticism Self acceptance/ Self Love 

Criticism of others Acceptance of others 

Blame Taking responsibility for one’s feelings and 
behaviour 

Failing to take responsibility for oneself—
feeling the world is “unfair”. 

Being self sufficient, not expecting energy 
fixes, but being prepared to be proactive in 
solving problems of energy deficiency 

Non authentic emotions, for example, failing 
to accept fear, and turning it into anger 
against someone else. 

Authentic feelings—experiencing ones 
emotions as they are without trying to 
rationalise them. 
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How much control over another will make us feel good? The answer is that 

there can never be enough, once we have exerted control and succeeded we do 

not stop and say, “Thank you, that is all I require”.  On the contrary, 

maintaining control is a full time occupation; a perpetual and exhausting 

process, because control is not love. This is why we are inevitably dissatisfied 

by relationships that we seek to control. 

Love is the only commodity that can satisfy in any measure. Unconditional 

love is open ended both in being given and received. Conditional love is not 

love at all; it is approval. Love can only truly be love when it is unconditional.  

Control is dissatisfying because we cannot define what is enough control and so 

there can never be enough.  

 

How to feel loved by connecting with everything. 
 

Energy is love. And love is the connection between the universe and us. When we are 
able to connect in a loving way to everything, work, home, family, friends, environment, 
then we energise these connections. As every connection is energised we feel 
completely loved and we no longer need to cling to attachments. 

 
Love and energy may be one and the same: 

If we are to understand the vampire’s thirst for energy, we need to understand 

what we mean by energy and from where we draw it. We all have the ability to 

tap into an inexhaustible supply of energy. We know this is true, although we 

often deny it, because we are able to feel energised by people, events and 

things. Think about a time when you felt physically exhausted, and yet, at the 

prospect of doing something enjoyable you were suddenly full of energy! 

Scientists may describe the universe as being comprised of energy. When 

contemplating the universe from a spiritual perspective we may describe it as 

being love. These two opinions may seem at odds with each other, but in effect 

they may be they identifying the same phenomenon, but using a different 

yardstick. This is because we can view love and energy to be one and the same. 

The physicist wants to quantify and measure, and yet, there is one thing even a 

scientist will agree is an absolute truth to man and womankind and yet it cannot 

be measured or seen, and its presence is only known when it is felt: love. 

Love energises us when we receive it unconditionally from people for whom 

we care. Love energises us when we experience beauty. The satisfaction of 

endeavour or achievement can fill us with good feelings about ourselves, when 

we feel self-respect, self-esteem and self-approval, inner love is energising us. 

Energy can be seen at work in every aspect of our lives, in our jobs, with our 
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friends, colleagues, parents, children and other family members and in the day 

to day dealings we have with people from as diverse situations as shopping to 

going to the doctor.  

 

How energy can be seen in our lives: 

There are many ways of defining energy, but it is best understood as the power 

of love. Energy exists as part of the universe. It flows through all of creation, 

and you are connected to the wholeness of the universe through this flow.  

It is available for all, just as love is available for all, and yet some of us have 

difficulty in gaining access to it.  

Scientifically energy in the body is the result of a conversion of carbohydrates 

and proteins in our diet. So it is not surprising that we often find ourselves 

comfort eating to compensate for energy loss through vampirism. However, 

the energy to which I refer is not a direct result of this chemical reaction.  

This energy is the life force that motivates and drives us, is our passion and, 

when latent, our potential. This is the energy that we can draw upon at will, that 

can make changes in our lives through contemplation and thought and can fill 

others and ourselves with sensations of peace and well being.  

This is the energy that creates our health, enabling us to overcome any 

difficulties or ailments with our inner resolve and belief. This energy can make 

us feel enthusiastic and cogent. It can take us into dangerous and frightening 

situations and out the other side unharmed. It is the energy that, with the odds 

against us, helps us to pass that examination, make that speech, tell the truth to 

our parents, protect and defend our children or friends, passionately stand up 

for our belief in what is right. 

When we see this energy at work it is an awesome sight. People who are able 

to draw energy into themselves seem to glow with it. Energy is an attractive 

force; we naturally tend to move towards a source of energy, as we would 

naturally seek to feed. Health guru and “red-nosed doctor” Patch Adams 

advocates following your passion in life, and yet provides a warning that 

passionate people are attractive to those who would sap their energy. 

 

Where our energy comes from: 

When we are born we are attached to our mothers by the umbilical cord. 

Through this cord we receive all the goodness from our mother. The blood of 

our mother feeds us with nutrients, oxygen and energy. This attachment is so 

strong that after parturition, when the cord is cut, we feel as though it is still 

there.  

Like an amputee continues to feel the limb that has been removed, we 
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continue to sense the umbilical and rely on it as a newborn. 

When we are born our mother is our universe, we are “egocentric”, believing 

that we are at the centre of this universe. We derive all our energy from our 

mother and those who freely connect to us, those who love us. 

The process of growing and developing allows us the opportunity to release 

this attachment and find our way to being self supporting. We do this by 

finding all our energy needs are provided for in the universe.  

The universe is our ultimate source of energy. In order to develop into fully 

fledged independent beings we must detach from others and source our energy 

from the universe. 

Learning to be human means learning to sever attachments, just as the 

umbilical was cut, and in so doing find that we are supported wholly. 

The divine paradox is this: when we have no attachments we are ultimately 

supported, and fully connected. When we grasp hold of any available strand 

hoping it will carry our weight, we are at the greatest risk because we invest our 

energy in the fear that we might fall.  

 

Trust as the basis for Angelic Living: 

Coach, counsellor and guru, Chuck Spezanno defines trust as “wherever you 

choose to invest the power of your mind”. This definition perfectly integrates 

with Angelic Living because it first requires that you have trust in yourself.  

 

What do you trust? 

Look at your life to determine in what you place your trust. Do you trust 

yourself to be successful? To have abundance? To be popular? Or do you 

trust yourself to fail? To be in debt? To have no friends? 

Trust is a key component in relationships. However, it is often placed 

externally. In other words, we put our trust where we cannot control it—with 

someone else. By doing this we create expectations that will almost always be 

dashed, as our partner, friend or colleague will be unlikely to fulfil them. It is 

difficult enough to live up one’s own expectations without trying to live up to 

those of another. 

Trust is the opposite of “hanging onto life by the fingertips”. When we trust we 

discover the paradoxical truth, we do not need to hold on, as the universe 

holds onto us when we trust.  How can this be? The answer is to look at the 

way the universe works. The sun does not need to be held up in the sky, the 

earth revolves around the sun and the entire universe follows its pathway, 

regardless of our desires or will.  We accept that there is enough oxygen to 

breathe; we accept that our bodies will continue to keep us alive, our heart 
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beating and our lungs respiring. 

To worry or concern ourselves about this would be to expend energy futilely. 

We know that to worry about how long we will live will not actually extend our 

lives; on the contrary. All this requires our trust. 

If we are to succeed in allowing the universe to support us, we have to let go! If 

we are to allow our relationships to support us, we must let go of the 

attachment and begin to energise the connections. 

 
Why will the universe be supportive? 

The universe supports us because we are the universe. There is no separation 

between each of us and the universe as a whole.  

This means that we are all connected, but that we may not energise these 

connections. When we do we experience love. 

When we are able to work with this concept of unity and move out of 

separation, we can effectively source our energy from the universe. In other 

words, when we criticise another, we are really criticising ourselves.  

 
Energising Connections: 

Every time we connect we are experiencing love, although we may not realise 

it; for example, when we stand and look at a beautiful view and feel moved, or 

when we meet someone with whom we feel we have an affinity, or when we 

show compassion. 

We can feel love when we demonstrate it. This is what we mean by connecting 

with everything in a loving way. For example, how often do we feel anger with 

inanimate objects? Computers are a great example of this. We can shout abuse 

at them swear and curse them. When we do this we are cutting off 

connections, because the reality is, we are attacking ourselves. In this situation 

we feel unloved and unlovable, and will often be aggressive towards the people 

who wish to come to our aid.  

Our partners may feel unloved because they perceive and feel the anger that 

we are demonstrating and its fallout makes them feel personally attacked. 

If we can connect with everything, even inanimate objects, in a loving way, we 

will energise the connections between our world and ourselves. And the more 

connections we energise the more love we feel.  
The extraordinary thing about this is that when we feel loved we become 

satisfied with our lives, we have what we need, and yet it is not being “given” by 

someone else. It is found within ourselves. 

 
How to connect and energise: 
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From the moment you begin the day think kindly upon everything with which 

you come into contact; appreciate everything deeply.  

Appreciate the beauty and/or usefulness of inanimate objects, see the 

loveliness of nature, feel the freshness of the air. Look upon every face you 

see, the young and the old, and see the beauty. Appreciate every person you 

come into contact with, feel kindly towards everyone, even the person who cuts 

you up at the roundabout when you are driving to work; perhaps he has had a 

difficult morning? Perhaps he made a simple error? Let go of the anger, 

resentment and irritation, and instead think kindly. 

Spend a day lovingly connecting with everything, and see the difference it 

makes. You will feel happy, secure, relaxed and peaceful. In other words, you 

will feel loved, as though there is a glow of love around you, and you are 

wallowing right in the middle of it. You will not feel alone, because you will feel 

and be a part of everything. 

When you have experienced this, you will realise that to find love is easy, and 

that love, that infinite resource, will steadily seek you out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary: 

You were born perfect, and you may only need to use this lifetime to 

Fig 5.4 : Letting Go—Money 

Money probably causes more problems in relationships than anything else. When we worry 
about our debts it prevents us from taking positive action, and we become embroiled in a 
belief in scarcity. 
We must connect lovingly with money too, and to do this we must also realise that money is 
only a form of energy, it is a means of exchanging one thing for another. When we release 
the fear of having too little and connect lovingly with money we attract stability and 
abundance to us. 
When we try too hard to make money we are “hanging on by the fingertips” and finance 
becomes a struggle. Trust is the answer. 
The universal laws will support you when you trust them. 
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rediscover that perfection. 

When we let go and allow ourselves to trust that everything will work as we 

intend, the universe supports us. Even when things do not go as planned, we 

must continue to trust because the outcome of trust will always serve us in the 

end. 

You can feel loved by connecting with everything in a loving way. Once you do 

this, unstoppable and infinite love will pour into your life.   

 

Summary of Tips: 

Stop trying. Instead either make a promise you can succeed in achieving, or let 

go of the promise. Do not set yourself up for failure by attempting to do or to 

be more than is possible for you. 

Let go of perfection. Accept that whatever happens will be perfect, even if you 

have to search for the reasons why it is perfect. 

Practice trusting by beginning each day with a simple affirmation: “I trust that I 

will be supported by the universe in all that I do.” 

Connect lovingly with everything. This includes inanimate objects, feel loving 

thoughts about everything you do and everyone you meet. Especially those 

people who criticise you and the computer when it goes wrong! Your loving 

thoughts will create a transformation in your energy and will create magical 

changes in your life. Love will seek you out. 

 

 

The Guilt Vampire 


